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Abstract 
A notation for lambda terms is described that is useful in contexts where the intensions of 
these terms need to be manipulated. The scheme of de Bruijn is used for eliminating variable 
names, thus obviating cr-conversion in comparing terms. A category of terms is provided that 
can encode other terms together with substitutions to be performed on them. The notion of an 
environment is used to realize this ‘delaying’ of substitutions. However, the precise environment 
mechanism employed here is more complex than the usual one because the ability to examine 
subterms embedded under abstractions has to be supported. The representation presented permits 
a b-contraction to be realized via an atomic step that generates a substitution and associated steps 
that percolate this substitution over the structure of a term. Operations on terms are provided 
that allow for the combination and hence the simultaneous performance of substitutions. Our 
notation eventually provides a basis for efficient realizations of p-reduction and also serves as 
a means for interleaving steps inherent in this operation with steps in other operations such as 
higher-order unification. Manipulations on our terms are described through a system of rewrite 
rules whose correspondence to the usual notion of p-reduction is exhibited and exploited in 
establishing confluence and other similar properties. Our notation is similar in spirit to recent 
proposals deriving from the Categorical Combinators of Curien, and the relationship to these 
is discussed. Refinements to our notation and their use in describing manipulations on lambda 
terms are considered in a companion paper. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
This paper concerns a notation for the terms in a lambda calculus that can serve as 
a basis for efficient implementations of operations on such terms. Traditionally, lambda 
terms have been used as a vehicle for performing computations, and the representation 
of these terms and the design of efficient evaluators for the lambda calculus in this 
context have received considerable attention. Our interest, however, is in a situation 
where lambda terms are used as a representational device. This interest is motivated 
primarily by implementation questions pertaining to AProlog, a logic programming lan- 
guage that employs the terms of a typed lambda calculus as its data structures [31]. 
We believe, however, that this issue is of wider concern, given the number of com- 
puter systems and programming languages in existence today that use some variety of 
the lambda calculus in representing and manipulating formal objects such as formulas, 
programs and proofs [5,7,8,15,18,28,35,36]. 
Lambda terms have been found to be useful as data structures because of their 
ability to represent naturally the notion of binding that is part of the syntax of sev- 
eral kinds of objects [6,23,28,34,37]. Consider, for instance, the task of representing 
the quantified formula VX((P x) V (q x)) in which p and q are predicate names. Ob- 
serving that a quantifier plays the dual role of determining a scope and of making 
a predication, this formula can be rendered fairly transparently into the lambda term 
(all (h((p x) or (q n)))); in this term, all is a constant that represents 
universal quantification and or is an (infix) constant representing disjunction. Using 
such a representation makes the implementation of several ogical operations on for- 
mulas relatively straightforward. For example, consider the operation of instantiation. 
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Under the chosen representation, instantiating a ‘formula’ of the form (all P) by t is 
given simply by the term (P t). The actual task of substitution is carried out with all 
the necessary renamings by the p-reduction operation on lambda terms. As another 
example, suppose that we wish to determine if a given formula has a certain structure; 
such an operation would be relevant, for instance, to the construction of a theorem 
prover. The notion of unifying lambda terms provides a powerful tool for performing 
such ‘template matching’. Thus, consider the term (aU (Ix((P X) or (Q x)))) in which 
P and Q are variables. This term matches with any formula whose top-level structure is 
that of a universal quantification over a disjunction and thus ‘recognizes’ such formu- 
las. In contrast, the term (all (Ax((P x) or Q))) requires also that the second disjunct 
not contain the quantified variable and thus serves as a sharper discriminator. ’ 
Our interest in this paper is in a suitable representation for lambda terms, assuming 
that they are to be used in the manner outlined above. The intended application obvi- 
ously places constraints on the kinds of representations that might be considered. For 
example, the applications of interest generally require the comparison of the structures 
of lambda terms. The chosen representation must therefore make this structure readily 
available. At a more detailed level, the comparison of lambda terms must ignore the 
particular names used for bound variables. To cater to this need, the representation that 
is used must permit equality up to cc-convertibility to be determined easily. Finally, an 
operation of obvious importance is /?-reduction, and any reasonable representation must 
enable this to be performed efficiently. For reasons that we discuss in Section 4, the 
representation that is used must support two requirements relative to this operation: 
first, it should be possible to perform the substitutions generated by fl-contractions 
in a lazy manner and, second, it should be possible to perform /I-contractions under 
abstractions as well as to percolate substitutions generated by it into such contexts. 
We describe a notation for lambda terms in this paper that provides a basis for 
meeting these various requirements. The starting point for our notation is a scheme 
suggested by de Bruijn [3] for eliminating variable names from terms. To provide a 
means for delaying substitutions, we utilize the notion of an environment. However, 
a direct use of this device as developed in the context of implementations of func- 
tional programming languages is not possible; the complicating factor is the need for 
performing substitutions and p-contractions under abstractions. The notation we de- 
scribe embellishes the notion of an environment in a manner designed to overcome 
this difficulty. At a level of detail, our proposal shares features with the data structures 
used in [2] in implementing a normalization procedure. However, in a manner akin to 
other recent proposals deriving from the Categorical Combinators of Curien [ 1, 10, 131, 
it has the characteristic of reflecting the idea of an environment into the notation 
itself. There are two advantages to adopting this course. First, the resulting notation 
is fine-grained enough to support a wide variety of reduction procedures on lambda 
’ The notion of unification (used in an informal sense here) is intelligible only in the context of certain 
typed versions of the lambda calculus. We do not discuss the issue of typing explicitly here since the main 
concerns of this paper are orthogonal to it. 
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terms, and the analysis undertaken here makes it easy to verify the correctness of these 
procedures. Second, using such a notation makes it possible to intermingle what are 
traditionally conceived of as steps within p-contraction with other operations such as 
those needed in higher-order unification [20]. There is, in fact, a concrete realization 
of the second idea: the notation developed here is actually being used in this fashion 
in an implementation of AProlog [30]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes 
prior logical notions that are used in this paper. Section 3 reviews the de Bruijn no- 
tation for lambda terms. We describe our notation for lambda terms in Section 4 and 
also present the rewrite rules that are intended to mimic /?-reduction in its context. 
We then study the properties of our notation. In Section 5 we describe a well-founded 
partial ordering relation on our terms that is useful in establishing termination prop- 
erties of subsets of our rules and in constructing inductive arguments. In the fol- 
lowing section, we analyze a particular subset of our rewrite rules whose purpose is, 
roughly, that of reducing terms in our notation that encapsulate substitutions into ones in 
de Bruijn’s notation. We show that every sequence of rewritings using these rules even- 
tually produces the anticipated de Bruijn term from any given term in our notation. 
In Section 7, we examine the correspondence between the usual notion of B-reduction 
and our system of rewrite rules. We show here that every /?-reduction sequence on 
de Bruijn terms can be mimicked within our notation and, conversely, any rewrite 
sequence on our terms can be projected onto a P-reduction sequence on the under- 
lying de Bruijn terms. The advantage of our notation can then be appreciated as 
follows: it defines a /&contraction operation that is a truly atomic and it provides a fine- 
grained control over the substitution process. In Section 8, we utilize the projection onto 
de Bruijn terms to show the confluence of our rewrite system. The method of proof 
we use is similar in spirit to that referred to as the interpretation method in [ 171 and 
used in [ 17,391 in establishing confluence properties of a combinator calculus. In the 
concluding section of this paper, we discuss the relationship of our work to that of 
others, especially that in [ 1, 131. 
2. Logical preliminaries 
We are concerned in this paper with systems for rewriting expressions. Each such 
rewrite system is specified by a set of rule schemata. A rule schema has the form 
1 --+ r where 1 and r are expression schemata referred to as the left-hand side and the 
right-hand side of the rule schema, respectively. For example, the system we describe 
in Section 4 contains the schema: 
[(tl, t2), ol,nl, e] -+ ([tl, 01, nl, e][t2, ok nl, e]). 
In these schema, tl, t2, ol, nl and e represent metalanguage variables ranging over 
appropriately defined categories of expressions. Particular rules may be obtained from 
this schema by suitably instantiating these variables. All our rule schemata satisfy the 
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property that any syntactic variable appearing in the right-hand side already appears in 
the left-hand side. 
Given a notion of subexpressions within the relevant expression language, a rule 
schema defines a relation between expressions as follows: ti is related to tz by the rule 
schema if t2 is the result of replacing some subexpression si of tl by s2 where si ---f s2 
is an instance of the schema. We refer to occurrences in expressions of instances of the 
left-hand side of a rule schema as redex occurrences of the schema. The qualification 
by the rule schema may be omitted if it is clear from the context. Alternatively, a 
special name may be used to signify the correspondence to the rule schema. 
The relation corresponding to a rule schema is referred to as the one that is generated 
by it. The relation generated by a collection of rule schemata is the union of the 
relations generated by each schema in the collection. Let D denote such a relation. We 
will usually write t D r to signify that t is related to s by virtue of D. The reflexive 
and transitive closure of D will be denoted by D*, a relation that will, once again, 
be written in infix form. Intuitively, t D* s signifies that t can be rewritten to s by a 
(possibly empty) sequence of applications of the relevant rule schemata. In accordance 
with this viewpoint, we refer to the relation D as a rewrite or reduction relation and 
we say that t D-reduces to s if t D* s. 
A notion of concern with regard to a rewrite relation D is that of a D-normal form. 
An expression t is in this form if there is no expression s such that t D s. That is, t 
contains no redex occurrences of any of the rule schemata that generate D. A D-normal 
form of an expression r is an expression t such that Y D-reduces to t and t is in 
D-normal form. The existence and uniqueness of normal forms for expressions are 
issues that are of interest for a variety of reasons. For example, rewrite rules are often 
used as a means for computing. Their use in this capacity is meaningful only if the 
result of performing the computation - the normal form, if it exists - is independent of 
the method of carrying out the computation. This will be the case if normal forms are 
unique. In a sense more pertinent to this paper, a collection of rewrite rule schemata is 
usually intended as a set of equality axioms in a given logical system. Using them to 
rewrite expressions is useful in this context only if this somehow helps in determining 
equality. This is indeed the case if a unique normal form exists for every expression: 
the equality of two expressions can then be determined by reducing them to their 
normal forms and comparing these. 
A rewrite relation D is noetherian if and only if there is no infinite sequence of the 
f0i-m tl D t2 D . . . D tn D . . . , i.e., if and only if every sequence of rewritings relative to 
D terminates. If D is noetherian, a D-normal form must exist for every expression. In 
showing that such a form is unique, the notion of confluence is useful. The relation 
D is said to be confluent if, given any expressions t, s1 and s2 such that t D* SI and 
t D* ~2, there must be some expression r such that si D* r and s2 D* r. Confluence is of 
interest because of the following proposition whose proof is straightforward. 
Proposition 2.1. If D is a confluent reduction relation, then if a D-normal form exists 
for any expression, it must be unique. 
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A rewrite relation D is said to be locally confluent if, whenever t D q and t D s2 
for expressions t, s1 and sg, there must be some expression r such that st D* r and 
s2 D* r. Local confluence is related to confluence by the following proposition, a proof 
for which may be found in [21]. 
Proposition 2.2. A noetherian reduction relation is conjuent if and only ifit is locally 
confluent. 
In showing that a reduction relation is locally confluent, an observation in [25] that 
is generalized in [21] may be used. To describe this observation, we need the following 
definition. 
Definition 2.3. An expression t constitutes a nontrivial overlap of rule schemata RI 
and R2 at a subexpression s of t if (a) t is a redex occurrence of RI, (b) s is a redex 
occurrence of R2 and also does not occur within the instantiation of a schema variable 
when t is matched with RI, and (c) either s is distinct from t or RI is distinct from 
R2. Let rl be the expression that results from rewriting t using RI and let r-2 result 
from t by rewriting s using R2. Then the pair (r-1, r2) is referred to as the conflict pair 
relative to the overlap in question. The conflict pairs of a collection of rule schemata B 
is the set of the conflict pairs obtained by considering all possible nontrivial overlaps 
between the elements of 93. 
The conflict pairs as defined here constitute all the ground instances of the critical 
pairs of a rewrite system in the sense of [21]. We use the notion of critical pairs only 
at a metalanguage level to avoid a consideration of expressions containing variables. 
The observation that is critical to showing local confluence is now the following: 
Theorem 2.4. Let D be a reduction relation generated by the collection W of rule 
schemata. Then D is locally conJEuent if and only if for every conJict pair (rl,r2) 
of W there is some expression s such that rl D* s and r2 D* s. 
Proof (Huet [21]). Only the ‘if’ part in nontrivial and needs argument. Let t be any 
expression and let tl and t2 be the result of rewriting, respectively, the subexpressions 
sr and s2 in t using the members RI and R2 of 93. To show that 3 is locally con- 
fluent, we need to show that there is some expression r such that tl D* r and t2 D* r. 
We consider the various possibilities for sr and s2 and show that this must be the 
case. If st and s2 appear in disjoint parts of t, this is obvious: there is a ‘residue’ of 
s2 in tl and similarly of si in t2 and a common expression is obtained by rewriting 
the first of these (in tl) using R2 and the second (in t2) using RI. So suppose that 
one of st and s2 is a subexpression of the other. Without loss of generality, let s2 
be a subexpression of st. Now, if sr is identical to s2 and R1 = R2, then tl = t2 and 
the desired conclusion is immediately reached. If s2 is a subexpression of a part of 
sr that is matched with a schema variable in RI, a little additional argument suffices. 
On the one hand, the rewriting step that produces tl will create a finite number of copies 
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of s2 in tl and, on the other hand, rewriting s2 produces in t2 a subexpression si that 
is still a redex occurrence of RI. It is easily seen that using R2 repeatedly to rewrite 
the copies of s2 in tl and RI to rewrite s{ in t2 produces a common expression. The 
only remaining situation is the one where s2 is a subexpression of si that matches with 
a part of RI distinct from a schema variable and where either si is distinct from s2 
or RI is distinct from R2. However, in this case si constitutes a nontrivial overlap of 
RI and Rz at ~2. Let ~1 result from rewriting si using RI and let r;! result from si by 
rewriting the subexpression s2 using R2. Then (rl,r2) constitutes a conflict pair of 2 
and, by assumption, there is an expression s such that r-1 D* s and r2 D* s. Let r be the 
expression obtained from t by replacing the subexpression si by s. It must then be the 
case that tl D* r and t2 D* r. 0 
3. The de Bruijn notation 
Conventional presentations of the lambda calculus utilize a scheme that requires 
names for bound (and free) variables (e.g. see [ 191). This choice is well-motivated from 
the perspective of human readability but is not well-suited to machine implementations 
for at least two reasons. First, it is difficult to systematize the care that must be exercised 
within this notation in preventing the inadvertent capture of free variables in the course 
of performing substitutions generated by /?-reduction. Second, the determination of 
identity of two terms is complicated by the need to consider renamings for bound 
variables. The ‘nameless’ notation proposed by de Bruijn [3] provides an elegant way 
of dealing with the first problem and it eliminates the second by rendering lambda 
terms in the conventional notation that differ only in the names of bound variables 
into a common form. This notation is central to the discussions in this paper and we 
therefore outline it below. 
We begin with the definition of lambda terms in the de Bruijn notation. 
Definition 3.1. The collection of de Bruijn terms, denoted by the syntactic category 
(DTerm), is given by the rule 
(DTerm) ::= (Cons) ) #(Index) 1 (@Term) (DTerm)) 1 (A(DTerm)) 
where (Cons) is a category corresponding to a predetermined set of constant sym- 
bols and (Zndex) is the category of positive numbers. A de Bruijn term of the form 
(i) #i is referred to as an index or a variable reference, (ii) (2 t) is called an abstrac- 
tion and (iii) (tl t2) is referred to as an application. The subterm or subexpression 
relation on de Bruijn terms is given recursively as follows: Each term is a subterm of 
itself. If t is of the form (At’), then each subterm of t’ is also a subterm of t. If t is 
of the form (tl t2), then each subterm of tl and of t2 is also a subterm of t. 
A bound variable occurrence within the conventional scheme for writing lambda 
terms is represented in the de Bruijn notation by an index that counts the number 
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of abstractions between the occurrence and the abstraction binding it. Thus, the term 
(,?x((ily(y x)) x)) in conventional presentations is written in the de Bruijn notation as 
(n((J(#l #2)) #l)). An alternative, more complete, exposition of the correspondence 
is the following. We think of the level of a subterm in a term as the number of 
abstractions in the term within which the subterm is embedded. We also assume a 
fixed listing of the free variables with respect to which we can talk of the nth free 
variable. Then, a variable reference #i occurring at level j in a term corresponds to 
a bound variable if jai. Further, in this case, it represents a variable that is bound 
by the abstraction at level (j - i) within which the variable reference occurs. In the 
case that i>j, the index #i represents a free variable, and, in fact, the (i - j)th free 
variable. It is easily seen that lambda terms that are a-convertible in the conventional 
notation correspond to the same term under this scheme. 
An important operation on lambda terms is that of substitution. In the context of the 
de Bruijn notation, a generalized notion of substitution - that of substituting terms for 
all the free variables - is given by the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. Let t be a de Bruijn term and let si,s2,ss,. . . represent an infinite 
sequence of de Bruijn terms. Then the result of simultaneously substituting si for the 
ith free variable in t for i B 1 is denoted by S(t; s~,s~,Q, . . .) and is defined recursively 
as follows: 
(1) S(c;si,s2,ss ,... )=c, for any constant c, 
(2) S(#i;sl,s2,s3,...)=si for any variable reference #i, 
(3) s((ti t2);Sl,S2,S3,...)=(S(tl;SI,S2,S3,...) S(t2;st,s2,ss,...)), and 
(4) S((lt);SI,.Q,q )... )=(1S(t;#I,s;,s;,sj )... )) where, for i21, s(=S(si;#2,#3, 
#4,. . .). 
We shall use the expression S(t;sl,s2,~3,. . .) as a meta-notation for the term it denotes. 
Towards understanding the above definition, we note that within a term of the form 
(2 t), the first free variable is actually denoted by the index #2, the second by #3 and 
so on. This requires, in (4) above, that the indices for free variables within the terms 
sI,s2,s3,... being substituted into (1 t) be “incremented” by 1 prior to substitution 
into t. Further, the index #l must remain unchanged within t and it is the indices #2, 
#3,. . . that must be substituted for. 
We will need to consider the effect of cascading substitutions of the above kind. 
An observation made in [3] is useful in this context. The term denoted by S(S(t;s1,s2, 
s3 )... );.q’,s2’,s3’,.. .) is produced by first replacing every index in t with some term 
si, and then substituting the terms si ‘,sz’, ss’, . . . into the result. Thus, the si terms will 
only be substituted into occurrences of the sj terms, and the effect of this substitution 
can be precomputed. This is formalized in the following proposition taken from [3]. 
Proposition 3.3. Given de Bruijn terms t,sl, tl,sZ, tz,s3,t3..  
S(S(t;sl,S2,S3,...);tl,t2,t3,...)=S(t;UI,U2,U3,...) 
where, for i2 1, Ui =S(Si; tl, t2, t3 y... ). 
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The substitution operation is useful in defining the notion of Dp-reduction, also 
referred to simply as B-reduction. 
Definition 3.4. The p-contraction rule schema is the following: 
where tl and t2 are schema variables for de Bruijn terms. The relation (on de Bruijn 
terms) generated by this rule schema is denoted by DB and is called /?-contraction. 
An instance of the left-hand side of the rule schema is called a fl-redex. 
When a p-contraction is performed, the B-redex is replaced by the term which re- 
sults from substituting t2 for the first free variable in tl and adjusting the remaining 
indices. In the next section a notation will be introduced which decouples the gen- 
eration and performance of the substitution by, in essence, moving the meta-notation 
S(tl ; t2, #l, #2,. .) into the term representation. The following theorem states a property 
of commutativity between P-reduction and the substitution operation that will be useful 
in analyzing this notation. 
Theorem 3.5. Let to, tl, t2,. . . be de Bruijn terms. 
(i) If to Dp* t& then s(to; tl, t2, t3,. . .)Di s(tA; tl, t2, t3,. . .). 
(ii) i’f, for i> 1, ti Di ti, then S(to; tl, t2, t3,. . .) Dt s(to; ti, ti, ti,. . .). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that if to Dp ti then S(to; tl, t2, t3,. . .) DP S(tA; tl, t2, t3,. . .). 
We do this by an induction on the structure of to. Note first that to must be either an 
abstraction or an application. Suppose to is an abstraction. In particular, let to = (As). 
Then the redex that is rewritten must be a subterm of s. The desired conclusion now 
follows from Definition 3.2 and the inductive hypothesis. If to is an application, there 
are two possibilities. In the first case, to is not the redex rewritten. In this case we 
again use Definition 3.2 and the inductive hypothesis to reach the desired conclusion. 
In the other case, to is of the form ((As,) ~2) and, correspondingly, th is the term 
S(si;s2,#1,#2 ,... ). Now, assuming that, for i>l, t;=S(ti;#2,#3,##4 ,... ), 
S(to;tl,t2,t3...)=((~S(S1;#1,tl,t~ ,... )) S(S&tl,t&t3 )... )). 
But then 
S(to;tl,tz,h ,... )DfiS(S(sl;#l,t;,t; ,... );S(S&tl,t2,t3 ,... ),#I,#2 ,... ), 
Using Proposition 3.3, 
S(S(s~;#l,t;,t; )... );S(s2;t1,t2,t3 )... ),#1,#2 )...) 
=S(sl;S(S2;tl,t2,t3 )... >,ty,t; )... ), 
where ty =S(t!;S(s:!; tl, t2, t3,. . .),#1,#2,. . .). Noting the definition of t’i and using 
Proposition 3.3 again, it can be seen that ty = tj. Thus, S(to; tl, t2, t3,. . .) Do S(sl; S(s2; tl, 
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t2,4,. . .), tt , t2, . . .). On the other hand, again using (Proposition 3.3), 
S(t;;t],t2,t3 ,... )=~7(~7(Sl;S2,#1,#2 ,... );tl,t2,t3 ,...) 
Thus, even in this case, S(to; tt , t2, t3,. . .) Dp S(& tl, t2, t3,. . .). 
(ii) The proof is again by induction on the structure of to. The constant and index 
cases are immediate and the application case is handled by a straightforward recourse 
to Definition 3.2 and the inductive hypothesis. The only remaining case is that when 
to is of the form (As). In this case 
S(t,;t,,t2,t3 )... )=(~S(s;#l,ut,z42 )... )) 
where u; = S(ti; #2, #3, #4,. . .). By (i), for i 2 1, Ui Da* S(t;; #2,#3, #4,. . .). Using the in- 
ductive hypothesis and Definition 3.2, it now follows easily that S(t0; tl, t2, t3,. . .)D$ 
s(to;t;,t;,t; )... ). 0 
The following corollary is proved by using Theorem 3.5 twice. 2 
Corollary 3.6. Let to, tl, t2,. . . be de Bruijn terms and, for i > 0, let ti Da* t;. Then 
S(to;tl,tz,t3 ,... )D;S(tt);t;,t;,t; ,... ). 
Finally, we observe the celebrated Church-Rosser Theorem for /?-reduction. A proof 
of it in the context of the de Bruijn notation appears in [3]. 
Proposition 3.7. The relation DB is conjkent. 
4. Incorporating environments into terms 
The de Bruijn notation is useful in contexts where the intensions of lambda terms 
have to be examined because it makes it unnecessary to consider a-conversion. How- 
ever, the operation of substitution necessitated by /?-contraction is a fairly complex one 
even within this notation. From a practical perspective, it is useful to obtain some con- 
trol over this operation and, in particular, to be able to perform it lazily. For instance, 
consider the task of determining whether the two terms 
((2(1(1((#3 #2) s)))) (281)) and ((A(J.(l((#3 #l) t)))) (A#l)) 
are equal modulo the rules of L-conversion; s and t denote arbitrary terms here. It might 
be concluded that they are not, by observing that these terms reduce to (1(L(#2 s’))) 
and (A(,%(#1 t’))), where s’ and t’ result from s and t by appropriate substitutions. 
2 This corollary generalizes a theorem in [3] that is used in proving the Church-Rosser Theorem for 
/&reduction. 
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Notice that it is enough to determine that the heads of these terms are distinct without 
explicitly performing the potentially costly operation of substitution on the arguments. 
Along a different direction, we observe that the structures of terms have to be traversed 
while attempting to reduce them to normal forms as well as in performing the substi- 
tutions generated by each p-contraction. By delaying substitutions, it may be possible 
to combine these traversals, thereby leading to gains in efficiency. Thus, consider the 
term ((A((1 ti) tz)) t3) where tl, t2 and t3 represent arbitrary terms. Let ti be the result 
of substituting t3 for the ‘first’ free variable in t2 and decrementing the indices of all 
the other free variables by one. Now, in reducing the given term to a normal form, it 
is necessary to substitute ti and t3 for the first and second free variables in tl and to 
decrement the indices of all the other free variables by two. All these substitutions can 
be achieved in one traversal over the structure of tl provided we have a fine-grained 
control over the way each substitution is carried out. An observation of this kind is, 
in fact, exploited in the implementation of /I-reduction in [2]. 
In contexts where the lambda calculus is employed as a vehicle for computation, the 
use of an environment that describes bindings for free variables suffices for delaying 
substitutions. In situations where the de Bruijn notation is utilized, this device is ad- 
equate only because the structure of terms embedded within abstractions need not be 
explored. Thus, if a term is produced in the course of b-reduction that has an abstrac- 
tion at the outermost level, then the term may be combined with its environment and 
returned as a closure; this idea is used, for instance, in [9]. However, this assumption is 
not appropriate in contexts where lambda terms are used as a means for representation. 
As an example, consider again the task of determining whether the two terms 
((1(1(2((#3 #2) 3)))) (i#l)) and ((n(n(A((#3 #l) t)))) (n#l)) 
are equal. In ascertaining that they are not, it is necessary to propagate a substitu- 
tion generated by a /I-contraction under an abstraction and also to contract /?-redexes 
embedded inside abstractions. The idea of an environment cannot be adapted naively 
to yield a delaying mechanism relative to these requirements. For instance, if a term of 
the form ((At) s) is embedded within abstractions, it is to be expected that (Jti t) con- 
tains free variables. Hence, if the result of B-contracting this term is to be encoded by 
the term t and an ‘environment’, the environment must record not just the substitution 
of s for the first free variable but also the ‘decrementing’ of the indices corresponding 
to all the other free variables. Similar observations can be made about propagating 
substitutions under abstractions. 
While the usual idea of an environment cannot be employed directly, a generaliza- 
tion of this notion suffices even in the context of interest. We describe a notation for 
lambda terms in this section that incorporates such a generalization into the de Bruijn 
representation for these terms. Our notation provides a means for capturing the gener- 
ation of the substitution corresponding to a p-contraction in a truly atomic step. This 
operation is then combined with rules for ‘reading’ terms to realize the full effect of 
the complex substitution operation described in Section 3. 
4.1. ~n~or~i description of an enhanced notation 
Before presenting the details of our notation, we explain the main ideas that underlie 
it. Our objective is to include a new category of expressions within our terms that will 
encode ‘suspended’ forms of substitutions that are to be performed over de Bruijn 
terms. An encoding of the substitution operation described in Definition 3.2 in its 
full generality is difficult: this would require the representation i a finite structure of 
simultaneous substitutions for an irz$nite number of variable references. Fortunately, 
we need to deal only with the kinds of substi~tions that arise through p-contractions 
and the subsequent propagation of these by virtue of Definition 3.2. Such substations 
exhibit a pattern that can be exploited in providing finite represen~tions for them. 
In particular, they all have the form S(t; q,s2,,s3 , . . .) where, for some finite i 3 1, it is 
the case that the sequence Si,Si+i ,si+2, . . . is one of consecutive positive integers. The 
outcome of such a substitution is completely determined by the starting point of this 
sequence, the terms up to si that are not part of this sequence and, finally, the term t 
into which the substitutions are to be performed. 
Let us look at the particular kind of situations that are to be treated to understand 
how exactly these items of information may be recorded. In the simplest case, the task 
is that of encoding the alterations that must be made to the variable references within 
a term t to account for the rewriting of a /3-redex inside whose ‘left’ subterm t is 
embedded. Thus, suppose that the /I-redex we wish to rewrite is 
((3, . ..(a . ..(d . ..t...)...) s); 
we have elided much of the term in this depiction, indicating only those aspects of its 
shape that are relevant o the present discussion. Rewriting this term produces a term 
of the form 
(...(/I *..(% . ..t’...)...). 
Our goal is to provide a means for representing of the term t’ that appears in this 
expression as the term t together with the substi~tions that are to be performed on it. 
The variable references within t can be factored into two groups: those that corre- 
spond to free variables relative to the given p-redex (but that may possibly be bound 
in a larger context), and those that correspond to variables bound by one of the ab- 
stractions contained within the B-redex. Given a term in a particular context, let us 
refer to the number of abstractions enclosing that term as its embedding level. For ex- 
ample, assuming that every abstraction within the displayed p-redex has been explicitly 
depicted, the embedding level of t relative to this P-redex is 3. Rewriting a p-redex 
eliminates an abstraction and thus changes the embedding level for t; in the particular 
case considered, this becomes 2. Let us refer to the embedding levels before and after 
the rewriting step as the old and new embedding levels and let us denote them by 
ol and nl respectively. Now, the variable references in t that are in the first group 
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are precisely those of the form #i where i >ol. 3 Further, these references need to be 
rewritten to #j where j = (i -oZ)+nl to reflect the fact that they are now free variables 
relative to a new embedding level. Thus, recording the old and new embedding levels 
with t determines both the variable references in the first group and the substitutions 
that must be made for them. 
The variable references in the second group are finite in number and substitutions 
for them can be recorded in an environment. To use a concrete syntax, the term t’ in 
the situation considered might be represented by an expression of the form [t,oZ,nZ,e], 
where e encodes the appropriate environment. Note that the number of entries in this 
environment must be identical to the old embedding level. At a level of detail, the 
environment can be maintained as a list whose elements are in reverse order to the 
(old) embedding level of the abstractions they correspond to. The virtue of using this 
order is that the substitution pertaining to the variable reference #i is given by the ith 
element of the list. The environment must, in general, contain information pertaining 
to two different kinds of abstractions: those that persist in the new term and those that 
disappear as a result of a /I-contraction. The information present must suffice, in the 
first case, for computing a new value for a variable reference bound by the relevant 
abstraction and, in the second case, for determining the term to replace it with. One 
quantity that needs to be maintained in either situation is the new embedding level at 
the relevant abstraction. (For abstractions that persist, we intend this to be the new 
embedding level just within the scope of the abstraction.) We refer to this quantity 
as the index of the corresponding element of the environment and note that certain 
‘consistency’ properties must hold over the list of indices of environment elements: 
they must form a non-increasing sequence and none of them should be greater than 
the new embedding level at the term into which the substitutions are being made. 
Now, for an abstraction that is not eliminated by a /&contraction, the index is the only 
information that needs to be retained in the environment: the new value of a variable 
reference corresponding to this abstraction can be calculated as one greater than the 
difference between this index and the new embedding level at the variable reference. 
At a concrete level, this information can be recorded through an entry of the form 
@I where I + 1 is the value of the index. For an abstraction that disappears due to 
a /3-contraction, it suffices to maintain an entry of the form (s, 1) where s is a term 
and 1 is the index. Such an entry signals that a variable reference that corresponds 
to it is to be replaced by s. However, the indices corresponding to some of the free 
variables in s may have to be renumbered. The particular interpretation is that s is a 
term that used to appear at an embedding level of 1, but is now to be inserted at the 
(new) embedding level nl. The actual term to be substituted in is, therefore, given by 
the expression [s, 0, (nl - Z), nil ] in which nil represents the empty environment. 
3 This assumes, of course, that the variable reference is not embedded within further abstractions in t. This 
assumption is dispensed with by considering the old and new embedding levels at the variable reference 
occurrence. 
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The enhanced syntax for terms that we have outlined up to this point can be used 
to realize /I-contraction through a genuinely atomic step. For example, suppose we 
wish to rewrite the /I-redex ((At) s). Such a rewriting might consist of producing 
the term i[t, l,O, (s, 0) :: nil]; an environment whose first element is et and whose re- 
maining elements are given by e is denoted here by the expression et :: e. We refer 
to a term of this kind as a suspension to indicate that it encodes a substitution that 
has yet to be computed. In calculating the de Bruijn term that corresponds to this 
term, it is necessary to ‘push’ the suspended substitution over the structure of t. We 
have already indicated how this is to be done in the case that t is a variable ref- 
erence. The case when t is a constant is also easily handled. If t is a term of the 
form (tl t2), the substitution can be distributed over tl and t2 by generating the term 
([tl, l,O, (s, 0) :: niZ] [t2,1,0, (s, 0) :: nil]). Finally, in the case that t is of the form (A tl ), 
the suspended substitution can be lowered into the abstraction by generating the term 
(A j[tl, 2,1, @O :: (s, 0) :: nil]). It is interesting to contrast the treatment of abstraction 
here with that in Definition 3.2. We note specifically that our scheme does not renum- 
ber the variable references in the terms in the environment each time an abstraction 
is descended into but, rather, does this in one swoop when actual replacements are 
performed. 
In the above discussion, we have implicitly assumed that t is a de Bruijn term in 
a term of the form It, oZ,nZ, en. However, it is possible for t to itself be a suspension. 
One approach to dealing with this situation is that we first expose a top-level structure 
for t that is akin to that of a de Bruijn term and then attempt to propagate the outer 
substitution over this. While this approach suffices for simulating P-reduction, it does 
not allow for the combination of substitution walks. To understand this, let us reconsider 
the reduction of the term ((A ((A tl ) t2)) t3 ) to normal form. Two /I-redexes have been 
exhibited in this term, and the rewriting of the inner one of these can be carried out 
either before or after the substitution generated by rewriting the outer one has been 
propagated over it. Depending on the order chosen (and assuming only the minimal 
propagation of substitutions) we obtain one of the two terms 
[[tl, l,O,(t2,0)::niZ], l,O,(q,O)::niZ] or 
[lp1,2,1,@O::(t3,0) ::niZ],1,0,([t2,1,0,(t3,0)::niZlj,0)::niZ]. 
Reducing either of these terms to a de Bruijn term based on the approach just suggested 
is tantamount to substituting t3 and (a possibly modified version of) t2 into tl in two 
separate walks. 
In order to support the combination of substitution walks, it is necessary to provide a 
means for rewriting a term of the form I[[& oZ(, nil, el], 012, nZ2, ez]l into one of the form 
([t,oZ’, nZ’, e’]. Notice that e’ here represents a ‘merging’ of the environments ei and 
e2. In determining the exact shape of the new term, it is important to observe that ei 
and e2 represent substitutions for overlapping sequences of abstractions within which 
t is embedded. The generation of the two suspensions can, in fact, be visualized as 
follows: first, a walk is made over oil abstractions immediately enclosing t, recording 
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substitutions for each of them and leaving behind nli enclosing abstractions. Then a 
walk is made over 012 abstractions immediately enclosing the suspension [ti, OZI , nEl, elj 
in the new term, recording substitutions for each of them in e2 and leaving behind nZ2 
abstractions. Notice that the 012 abstractions relevant to the second walk is coextensive 
with some final segment of the nli abstractions left behind after the first walk and 
includes additional abstractions if 012 > nil . 
Based on the image just evoked, it is not difficult to see what ol’ in the term 
representing the combination of the two suspensions, should be: these suspensions 
together represent a walk over oil enclosing abstractions in the case that 012 QnZl and 
oil + (012 - nZl) abstractions otherwise and, clearly, ol’ should be the appropriate one 
of these values. In a similar fashion, it can be observed that the number of abstractions 
eventually left behind is nZ2 or nZz + (nil - 012) depending on whether or not nZl d 012, 
and this determines the value of nl’. 
Thus, only the structure of the merged environment e’ remains to be described. We 
denote this environment by the expression gel, nli, 012, ezI) to indicate the components 
of the inner and outer suspensions that determine its value. Notice that, in this expres- 
sion, the ‘length’ of e2 is exactly 012 and the indices of the elements of ei are bounded 
by nil. Now, e’ has a length at least that of el and its length is greater than this only 
if o/2 >nZl. In the case that its length is greater than oli, its elements beyond the olith 
one are exactly the last (012 - nil) elements of e2. As for the first oli elements of e’, 
these must be the ones in ei modified to take into account the substitutions encoded 
in e2. To understand the precise shape of these elements, suppose that ei has the form 
et :: e{. The first element of the merged environment will then be a modified form 
of et that we will write as ((et,nZl,oZ2,e2)) to indicate, once again, the components 
determining its value. By the abstraction height of et let us mean the difference be- 
tween nZl and the index of et. Let this quantity be h in the present context. A little 
thought reveals the following: et represents a substitution in el for an abstraction that 
lies within the scope of those scanned in generating the substitutions in e2 only if h 
is less than 012. Thus, only when this condition is satisfied must et be changed before 
inclusion in the merged environment. The nature of the change depends on the kind 
of element et is. If it is of the form @I, then it corresponds to an abstraction that 
persists after the walk that generates the suspension [t, oli, nil, ei] and the substitution 
for this abstraction in the merged environment must be the one contained for it in the 
environment e2. However, the index of this entry from e2 will have to be ‘normalized’ 
if the merged environment represents substitutions for a longer sequence of abstrac- 
tions than does the outer abstraction. This is true exactly when nZl is greater than 012 
and, in this case, the index of the entry must be increased by nZl - 012. If et is an 
element of the form (t, Z), then it represents a component of ei that is obtained from 
rewriting a /?-redex that is within the scope of the outermost 012 -h abstractions consid- 
ered in generating e2. Removing the first h elements from e2 produces an environment 
that encodes substitutions for these abstractions in the outer suspension. Let us denote 
this truncated part of e2 by eh and let the index of the first entry in it be I’. The 
‘term’ component of the relevant entry in the merged environment must obviously be 
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t modified by the substitutions in eh and is, in fact, given precisely by the expression 
I[t, 012 - h, I’, eh]. Finally, it is easily observed that the index of this entry should be I’, 
normalized as before in the case that nli is greater than 012. 
We provide a concrete illustration of the combination of suspensions by considering 
the term 
that results through p-contraction from the term ((A ((2 tl) t2)) t3). Based on the above 
discussions, this term might be denoted by the expression [t1,2,0, {(tz, 0) :: nil, 0, 1, 
(t3,O) :: nil)] in which the precise shape of the merged environment has to be spelled 
out. The length of this environment is obviously 2 and its second element must be 
identical to (tj,O), the first element of the outer environment. The first element is, on 
the other hand, given by the value of (((tz,O),O, l,(t~,O)::niZ)). Now, the abstraction 
height of (t2,O) is 0 and so the term component of the value of (((tz, 0), 0, 1, (t3,O) :: nil)) 
should be [t2,1,O,(t3,0) :: nil]; intuitively, the effect of the entire outer environment 
must be reflected on tz in computing the relevant term in the merged environment. 
The index of this environment element must be identical to that of (t3,O). Thus, the 
merged suspension may be written out in detail as 
[[t~,2,0,([t2,1,0,(t3,O)::niZ],O)::(t3,O)::nil]. 
We had observed earlier that the term ((1 ((A tl ) t2)) t3) could also have been rewrit- 
ten to 
Merging the two environments in this term produces the same term as that obtained 
through the reduction sequence considered earlier, as the reader is invited to verify. 
In our discussions of the combination of suspensions, we have acted as though the 
objective is to calculate the final merged form in one step. Adopting this viewpoint 
is useful in presenting the intuition governing the computation but, because of the 
complexity of the merging process, runs counter to our overarching goal of providing 
a fine-grained control over /?-reduction and substitution. The actual notation that we 
describe corrects this situation by permitting the merging computation to be broken 
up into a sequence of atomic steps that can be intermingled with other computations 
on the term. It may be useful to ‘compile’ a sequence of such steps into a larger 
step that is easy to carry out and that has practical benefits such as providing for 
the combination of substitution walks. A compilation of this kind can be achieved 
through the identification of derived or admissible rules for our notation. This matter 
is discussed in [29]. 
4.2. A modljied syntax for terms 
At a formal level, the main addition to the syntax of de Bruijn terms that yields our 
notation is that of a suspension. In presenting this category of terms, it is necessary to 
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also explain the structure of environments and environment terms. The syntax of these 
various expressions is given as follows: 
Definition 4.1. The categories of suspension terms, environments and environment 
terms, denoted by (S7’erm), (Env) and @Term), are defined by the following syn- 
tax rules: 
@Term) ::= (Cons) ( #(Index) ) ((STerm) @Term)) 1 
(A (STerm)) 1 [@Term), (Nut), (Nut), (Em)] 
(En4 :: = nil ) (ETerm) :: (Em) ( {(Em), (Nut), (Nut), (Em)) 
(ETerm) :: = @(Nut) 1 ((STerm), (Nut)) 1 {((ETerm), (Nut), (Nut), (Enu))). 
We assume that (Cons) and (Index) are as in Definition 3.1 and that (Nut) is the 
category of natural numbers. We refer to the expressions described by these rules 
collectively as suspension expressions. 
The class of suspension terms obviously includes all the de Bruijn terms. By an 
extension of terminology, we shall refer to suspension terms of the form #i, (At) and 
(ti t2) as indices or variable references, abstractions and applications, respectively. The 
qualification ‘suspension’ applied to our terms and expressions is intended to distinguish 
them from similar notions in the context of the de Bruijn notation. We shall henceforth 
drop this qualification assuming that we are talking about terms and expressions in the 
new notation unless otherwise stated. 
Definition 4.2. The immediate subexpression of an expression x are given as 
follows: 
(1) If x is a term, then if (a) x is (tl tz), these are ti and t2, (b) if x is (At), this is 
t, and (c) if x is [t,ol,nl,e], these are t and e. 
(2) If x an environment, then (a) if x is et :: e, these are et and e, and (b) if x is 
gel, i, j,e$, these are er and e2. 
(3) If x is an environment term, then (a) if x is (t, I), then this is t, and (b) if x is 
((et, i, j, e)), then these are et and e. 
The subexpressions of an expression are the expression itself and the subexpressions 
of its immediate subexpressions. We sometimes use the term subterm when the sub- 
expression in question is a term. A proper subexpression of an expression x is any 
subexpression distinct from x. 
The syntax of environments and environment terms includes forms of expressions 
that are useful in capturing the merging of suspensions. In analyzing the properties of 
our notation it will often be convenient to exclude such expressions and consider only 
those environments that correspond transparently to a list of bindings. This class of 
expressions is identified by the following definition. 
Definition 4.3. A simple expression is an expression that does not have subexpres- 
sions of the form ((et, j, k,e)) or {et, j, k,ez%. If the expression in question is a term, 
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an environment or an environment term, it may be referred to as a simple term, a 
simple environment or a simple environment term, respectively, Note that a simple 
environment e is either nil or of the form et] :: et2 :: . , :: et,, :: nil. In the latter case, for 
1 <i <n, we write e[i] to denote et,; observe that e[i] must itself be of the form @ 1 or 
(t, 2). Further, for 1 <<j < n, we write e{j} to denote the environment etj :: . . . :: et,, :: nil. 
An expression of the form {et, i, j, e2) encodes the merging of the environments er 
and e2. This environment has at least as many elements as er has and may have more 
if the number of abstractions considered in generating e2 is greater than i, the count 
of the abstractions left behind after the generation of er. The following definition is, 
thus, an obvious formalization of a familiar notion. The symbol L used in it denotes 
the subtraction operation on natural numbers. 
Definition 4.4. The length of an environment e, denoted by /en(e), is given as follows: 
(a) if e is nil then len(e) = 0; (b) if e is et :: e’ then len(e) = Zen(e’) + 1; and (c) if e 
is Qel,i,j,ezB then Zen(e)= len(et) + (len(e2): i). 
By the lth index of an environment we intend to denote the index of the lth element 
of the environment if it has such an element and the quantity 0 otherwise. We make 
this notion as well as that of the index of an environment term precise below. The 
details of this definition as they relate to expressions of the form {et, i,j, e2) and 
((et, i, j, e)) are a reflection of the simple environments and environment terms that they 
are intended to correspond to. 
Definition 4.5. The index of an environment term et, denoted by ind(et), and, for each 
natural number 1, the lth index of an environment e, denoted by indr(e), are defined 
simultaneously by structural induction on expressions as follows: 4 
(i) If et is @m then ind(et) = m + 1. 
(ii) If et is (t’,m) then ind(et) =m. 
(iii) If et is ((et’,j,k,e)), let m = (j: ind(et’)). Then 
ind,(e) + (j : k) 
ind(et)= . 
1 
if Zen(e) >m, 
znd(et’) otherwise. 
(iv) If e is nil then indr(e) = 0. 
(v) If e is et :: e’ then indo = ind(et) and indr+l(e) = indr(e’). 
(vi) If e is Qet,j,k,e21, let m=(j-iFad/( and 11 =len(e~). Then 
indl(e) = 
{ 
ind,(ez) + (j-k) if 1~11 and Zen(ez)>m 
indr(el) if 1 <It and len(e2) <m, 
indpr,+Jez) if 1211. 
The index of an environment, denoted by ind(e), is indo( 
4 For environment terms and environments that are well formed in the sense of Definition 4.6, the - 
operation in the definitions of m that appear in items (iii) and (vi) in this definition may be replaced by 
simple subtraction. 
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In our informal discussions, we had noted certain constraints that are satisfied by 
suspension expressions when these are used in the intended fashion. These constraints 
will be useful in later analysis and we therefore formulate them as wellformedness 
conditions on our expressions. 
Definition 4.6. An expression is well formed if the following conditions hold of every 
subexpression s of the expression: 
(i) If s is of the form [t,oZ,nZ,e] then Zen(e) = ol and ind(e)<nZ. 
(ii) If s is of the form et :: e then i&(e) <ind(et). 
(iii) Ifs is of the form ((et,j, k,e)) then Zen(e) = k and ind(et)<j. 
(iv) If s is of the form {ei, j, k,ezB then Zen(ez) = k and ind(el)<j. 
The following additional constraint on environments is a consequence of the ones 
in Definition 4.6. 
Lemma 4.7. Let e be a well-formed environment. Then indi(e)>O. Further, for i> 
Zen(e), indi(e) = 0. Finally, for any natural numbers i, j such that i < j, it is the case 
that indi(e) bindi( 
Proof. By an induction on the structure of e, using Definition 4.5. The details are 
straightforward and hence omitted. 0 
We henceforth consider only well-formed expressions and this qualification is as- 
sumed implicitly whenever we speak of terms, environments, environment terms or 
expressions. 
4.3. Rules for rewriting expressions 
Suspensions, as we have explained informally, are intended to provide for a lazi- 
ness in the substitution operation needed in ZCcontraction. This understanding is now 
formalized through the presentation of a suitable collection of rewrite rules. We divide 
these rules into three categories in this presentation: the &contraction rules that gen- 
erate suspensions, the reading rules that propagate suspended substitutions over terms 
and the merging rules that enable the combination of suspensions. Rules in each of 
these categories are obtained from the schemata that appear in Figs. 1-3, respectively. 
The following tokens, used in these schemata perhaps with subscripts or superscripts, 
are to be interpreted as schema variables for the indicated syntactic categories: c for 
constants, t for terms, et for environment terms, e for environments, i and j for positive 
numbers and ol, nl, I, m and n for natural numbers. The applicability of several of the 
rule schemata are dependent on ‘side’ conditions that are presented together with them. 
Further, in determining the relevant instance of the right-hand side of some of the rule 
schemata, simple arithmetic operations may have to be performed on components of 
the expression matching the lefthand side. In the discussions that follow, we shall of- 
ten include these arithmetic operations within the expression being written. Using this 
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(A> ((At,) t2)-‘Utl,lr0,(t2,0)::nilD 
Fig. 1. The &contraction rule schema. 
6-l 1 
(r2) 
W) 
04) 
UC, 01, nl, e] -+ c, 
provided c is a constant. 
[#i, 0, nl, nil] -+ #j, 
where j = i + nl. 
[#1,ol,nl,@Z::e]+#j, 
where j = nl - 1. 
[# l,ol, nl, (t, I) :: e] -+ [t, 0, nl’, nil], 
where nl'=nl - 1. 
W) I[#& 01, nl, et :: e] + [#i’, ol’, nl, e], 
where i’=i - 1 and ol’=ol- 1, provided i>l. 
WI 
(W 
[(tl t2), 01, nl, e] + ([tl, 04 4 e] [tz, 44 4. 
[(A t), 01, nl, e] -+ (A [t, ol’, nl’, @nl :: e]), 
where ol’=ol+ 1 and nl’=nl+ 1. 
Fig. 2. Rule schemata for reading suspensions 
convention, rule (ml) in Fig. 3 may also be written as 
[[tl, 011 , 4 , el I, 012, nl2, e2] + [tl , oh + (012 i 4 ), nl2 + (4 2 012 ), 
Qel, dl, 012, e28]. 
Given the syntax of expressions, this convention is really an abuse of notation. How- 
ever, this abuse is harmless and unambiguous and is, in addition, extremely convenient. 
Definition 4.8. The reduction relations generated by the rule schemata in Figs. 1, 2 
and 3 are denoted by DB$, D, and D,, respectively. The union of the relations D, and 
D, is denoted by D,.,,,, the union of D, and DpS by Drpg and the union of D,., D, and DA 
by Drm/~r. 
The legitimacy of the above definition is dependent on our rewrite rules produc- 
ing well-formed expressions from well-formed expressions. The following sequence of 
observations culminating in Theorem 4.12 establishes this fact. 
Lemma 4.9. If el is an environment and el D,.~D> e2 then len(el)= len(e2). 
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(ml) 
b-4 
W) 
W) 
W) 
[[f, oh, 4, el]l, ol2,nl2, e2] ---) [t, ol’,nl’, {et, 4,0~2, e2Illl, 
where ol’ = o/t + (O/Z 1 nZl) and nl’ = nZ2 + (nil : 012). 
{nil, nl, 0, nil] -+ nil. 
{nil, nl,ol,et :: e] + {nil, nl’, ol’,e$, 
where nl,ol>l, nl’=nl- 1 and ol’=ol- 1. 
{nil, O,ol, e] --t e. 
{et::el,nl,ol,e2% + ((et,nl, 01, e2)) :: Qel,nl, 01, e2%. 
((et, nl, 0, niZ)) -+ et. 
((@n, nl, 01, @ I:: e)) -+ @m, 
where m = 1 + (nl 2 ol), provided nl =n + 1. 
((@n, nl, ol, (6 1) :: e)) + (Gm), 
where m = 1+ (nl 1 ol), provided nl = n + 1. 
(((t, nl), nl, oE, et :: e)) -+ ([t, ol, Z’, et :: e], m) 
where 1’ = ind(et) and m = I’ + (nl: 01). 
((et, nl, ol, et’ :: e)) + ((et, nl’, ol’, e)), 
where nl’ = nl - 1 and 01’ = 01 - 1, provided nl # ind(et). 
Fig. 3. Rule schemata for merging suspensions. 
Proof. Let et be an environment. Then the following fact is easily established by 
induction on the structure of et: if x1 is a subexpression of et and x2 is an expression 
of the same type as x1 such that Zen(xl ) = len(x2) in the case that x1 is an environment, 
and if e2 is obtained from et by replacing x1 by x2, then Zen(el) = len(e2). The desired 
conclusion would then follow if whenever x1 is an environment and xt --+x2 is an 
instance of one of the rule schemata in Figs. 1-3, then Zen(xl) = Zen(x2). This can be 
seen to be the case by inspecting the relevant schemata, namely (m2), (m3), (m4) and 
(m5). Cl 
Lemma 4.10. Let x1 --+x2 be an instance of some schema in Figs. l-3. Zf xl is an en- 
vironment erm then ind(xl ) = ind(x2). If x1 is an environment, then, for every natural 
number 1, indl(xl) = indr(x2). 
Proof. By a routine inspection of the relevant rule schemata, namely (m2)-(m10). 0 
Lemma 4.11. If x1 is an environment term or an environment and x1 D~,+x~, then 
ind(xl ) = ind(x2). 
Proof. Let x1 and x2 both be environment terms or environments with the follow- 
ing property: if x1 is an environment term then ind(xl) = ind(x2) and if x1 is an 
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environment then, for every natural number I, indl(xi) = ind&~). The following facts 
are easily established by a simultaneous induction on the structure of expressions: If y1 
is an environment term with xi as a subexpression and y2 results from yi by replacing 
xi by x2, then ind(yl) = ind(y;!). If yl is an environment instead and y2 results from 
it by a similar replacement, then, for every natural number I, ind,(yi) = ind$&). The 
desired conclusion now follows easily from Lemma 4.10. 0 
Theomu 4.12. Let x be a well-formed expression and let y be such that x D, y, x D, y, 
x bbS Y, x D, y, x D+~ y or x ~~,,,a y. Then y is a well-formed expression. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that this property holds if x ~~,,,a y. Given Lemmas 4.9 
and 4.11, this would be true if whenever xi is a well-formed expression and xi +x2 
is an instance of some schema in Figs. 1-3, then x2 is well formed. This is verified 
by an inspection of the relevant schemata. The argument is routine in all cases except 
those of schemata (ml) and (m5). In the case of (ml), i.e., when the rule is 
Wi, oZl,nZ1,elD,oZ2,nZ2,e2B + ([t,oZl + (012 2 nZl),nZ2 + (nil : 012), 
9e194,0Z2,e2j], 
some care is needed in verifying that ind({e~,nll,oZ2,e2]8)<nZ2 + (nil 2 012). In the 
case when Zen(ei ) = 0 or Zen(el ) > 0 and Zen(q) > (nil -indo(e this follows from the 
fact that indl(ez)<nlz. In the only remaining case, indo(el)G(nZl - Zen(e2)). Noting 
that in this case ind({el,nZl,oZ2,e2)) = indo and that Zen(e2) =012, the desired 
conclusion is obtained. In the case of (m5), i.e., when the rule is 
we need to verify that ind( ((et,j, k, e2))) 2 ind( {et ,j, k, e2 1). However, this is done eas- 
ily using Lemmas 4.10 and 4.7. 0 
We illustrate the rewrite rules presented in this section by considering their use 
on the term ((A((A(A((# 1 #2) #3))) t2)) t3), assuming that t2 and t3 are arbitrary 
de Bruijn terms. The following constitutes a D,.,+-reduction sequence for this term: 
((n((n(n((#l #2) #3))) t2)) t3) 
q~[((~(~((#l #2) #3))) t2), l,O,(t3,O)::niQ 
t’aI[[(n((#l #2) #3)),1,0,(t2,O)::niZ],l,O,(tj,O)::niZ] 
~,[(n((#l #2) #3)),2,0,~(t~,O)::niZ,O,l,(ts,O)::niZ~] 
~,[(n((#l #2) #3)),2,0, (((tz,O),O, l (ts,O)::niZ)) :: QniZ,O, l (t3,O)::niZ]] 
D,,,[(A((#~ #2) #3)),2,0,(j[t2,l,O,(t3,0)::niZ],O):: {niZ,O, l,(tg,O)::niZB] 
~,,,[(n((#l #2) #3)),2,O,([t2,1,0,(t3,0)::niZ],O)::(t3,O)::niZ]l. 
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Notice that, in producing this term, the merging of suspensions has been realized 
through a sequence of genuinely atomic steps. The combined environment can now be 
moved inside the remaining abstraction by using a reading rule to yield the term 
(;l[((#l #2) #3),3,1,@0::([t~,1,0,(t3,0)::nil~,O)::(t3,0)::IZil]). 
A repeated application of reading rules transforms the last term into 
(A((#1 ~[t~,l,0,(t3,0)::nill,O,l,nil]) p3,o,l,nil])). 
The application of merging rules to this term yields 
(A((#1 l[t2,1rl,(t3,0)::nil~) [t3,0,l,nil])). 
Depending on the particular structures of t2 and t3, the reading rules can be applied 
repeatedly to this term to finally produce a de Bruijn term that results from the original 
term by contracting the two outermost fi-redexes. 
4.4. Some properties of our notation 
We observe some properties of D, that relate our notation to the earlier informal 
discussion of it. 
Lemma 4.13. Let e be a simple environment. Then 
#(i + (nl- 01)) if i>ol, 
[#i, 01, nl, e] DFm #(nl - m) if i < 01 and e[i] = @m, 
[t,O,nl -m,nil] ifi< and e[i]=(t,m). 
Proof. By an induction on 01 if i > 01 and on i if i <ol, using the rule schemata 
(r2)-(r5). 0 
Lemma 4.14. Let e be a simple environment. rf (nl- 1)201, then (((t, Z),nl,ol,e))~,,, 
(t, 1). If (nl - 1) < 01, then (((t, I), nl, 01, e)) &,-reduces to 
([t, ol - (nl - l),ind(e[nl - 1 + l]),e{nl - 1 + l}],ind(e[nl - 1 + 11) + (nl : 01)). 
Proof. If (nl - 1) < 01, we use an induction on (nl - 1) and if (nl - 1) 2 01, we use an 
induction on 01. Rule schemata (mlO), (m9) and (m6) are used in this proof. 0 
Lemma 4.15. Let e be a simple environment. Then 
@l if (nl - l)>ol, 
(@I l,nl, 01, e)) D2 @(m+(nl-01)) if(nl-l)<olande[nl-l]=@m, 
(t,m + (nl 101)) if (nl - 1) Qol and e[nl - l] = (t, m). 
Proof. Analogous to that of Lemma 4.14, using rule schemata (m6)-(m8) and (m10). 
0 
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Lemma 4.16. Let e2 be a simple environment. Then Qnil,nl,ol,e2] t+,,,-reduces to nil 
if nl~ol and to ez{nl + 1) otherwise. 
Proof. By an induction on 01 if nla 01 and on nl if nl <ol using rule schemata 
(m2)-(m4). 0 
Suppose that el and e2 are simple environments and, further, that et is et1 :: . . . et,, :: 
nil. By a repeated use of rule schema (m5), the term {et, nl, 01, ez] can be reduced to 
((et,, nl, 01, e2)) :: . . . :: ((et,,nl, 01, e2)) :: {nil, nl, 01, e2]. 
Lemmas 4.14-4.16 show the correspondence of this environment to the desired merged 
environment described in Section 4.1. 
The above observations are relativized to simple expressions. They extend in a nat- 
ural way to arbitrary expressions once the existence of D,-normal forms has been 
demonstrated. 
5. A well-founded partial order on suspension expressions 
We define in this section a well-founded partial ordering relation on suspension ex- 
pressions that will be used primarily in showing the finiteness of all I>,.,,,-reduction 
sequences. Not surprisingly, a determining factor in this relation is a measure of the 
work remaining in calculating a suspended substitution. To understand the construc- 
tion of a possible measure, consider a term of the form it, 01, nl, e]. The substitutions 
encoded in this term need to be propagated over the structure of t and so it is rele- 
vant to count the complexity of this structure. Further, terms from e are embedded in 
a suspension before they are substituted in - this is apparent from rule schema (r4) - 
and the complexity of their structure should also be counted. A complication in this 
basic pattern is that the propagation of substitutions may create multiple copies of an 
environment - this happens, for instance, when rule schema (r6) is used to rewrite 
[(tt t2), 44 e] - and yet the resulting expression should have a lower complexity. 
A solution to this problem is to use the maximum ‘height’ in a term over which sub- 
stitutions have to be propagated as opposed to the complexity of the structure of the 
term. 
The ideas described above underlie the measure q that we now define. The auxiliary 
measure p used in defining 4 counts, roughly, the heights of terms. The function max 
on pairs of integers picks the larger of its arguments. 
Definition 5.1. The measures q on expressions and .D on terms are given as in Table 1. 
The following properties of the measures r and ,LI are easily observed. 
Lemma 5.2. For any expression x, q(x) 30. Further, for any term t, p(t) >v](t). 
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Table 1 
Category of exp 
term 
environment 
environment term 
exp dexp) dexp) 
constant 
#i 
(tl t21 
(At) 
it, 01, nl, el 
nil 
et::e 
{el,nl,oLez% 
631 
ct. 0 
((et, nL 01, e)) 
0 
0 
m=(v(tl h dtz 1) 
v(t) 
P(t) + v(e) 
0 
max(a(et), a(e)) 
dell + rl(e2) + 1 
0 
AtI 
V(et) + V(e) + 1 
1 
1 
mW4h 1, !-4t2 1) + 1 
P(t) + 1 
AtI + de) + 1 
Lemma 5.3. Let x1 and x2 be expressions of the same syntactic category and such 
that F&XI) 2q(x2) and, if XI and x2 are terms, p(xl) >,u(q). Zf n results from y by 
the replacement of subexpression x1 by x2, then y~( y) B q(x) and, if x and y are terms, 
/J(Y)&P(X). 
The measure n does not yield by itself the ordering relation we desire. The rea- 
son for this is twofold. First, there are certain rewrite rules - in particular, those 
obtained from the schemata (r5), (ml), (m3), (m5) and (ml0) - for which the left- 
hand and right-hand sides have the same q value. Second, replacing a subexpression 
by one with a lower q value does not necessarily decrease the q value of the over- 
all expression. We deal with these problems by extending the ordering on expres- 
sions imposed by g in a way that specifically overcomes them. This is the content of 
Definition 5 5. 
Definition 5.4. Two expressions are said to have the same top-level structure if they 
are both constants, variable references, abstractions, applications, or suspensions or 
if they are both of the forms nil, et ::e, {el,i,j,ez], @I, (&I), or ((et,i,j,e)). If 
two suspension expressions that have the same top-level structure have any immediate 
subexpressions, then there is an obvious correspondence between these subexpressions. 
This correspondence will be utilized below. 
Definition 5.5. Given two expressions x1 and x2, we say XI 7x2 if either q(xr)> Y](XZ) 
or q(xi ) = yl(x2) and one of the following conditions hold: 
(1) xi is #i and x2 is #j where i > j. 
(2) XI is [tl,oZl,nZl,ell, x2 is k,oZ2,nZ2,e2] and r(tl)>v(tz). 
(3) x1 is {el,nZ,oZ,ezl, x2 is et::e and xr1e. 
(4) xi and x2 have the same top-level structure and also have immediate subexpressions 
such that each immediate subexpression of xi is identical to the corresponding 
immediate subexpression of x2 except for one pair of immediate subexpressions xi 
of x1 and xi of x2 for which xi Zl xi. 
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(5) x2 is an immediate subexpression of xi. 
We shall write x1 J x2 to signify that xi =x2 or xi 7 x2. 
Note that 7 is not transitive and hence it is not a partial ordering relation. 5 How- 
ever, its transitive closure provides a well-founded partial ordering relation. The fol- 
lowing lemma will be useful in showing that this is the case. 
Lemma 5.6. There is no infinite sequences of expressions x1,x2,.  . ,x,,, . . . such that 
x, JX2~~‘~3X,7 ‘... 
Proof. Let us use the phrase “infinite descending sequence” to denote an infinite 
sequence of expressions x1,x2,. . . ,x,, . _ such that xi 3 x2 7 ’ . 7 x,, 7 ’ . . . We prove 
the following by induction on yl(xi): (a) there is no infinite descending sequence of 
expressions x1,x2,. . . ,x,, . . . such that, for i,j > 1, q(xi) = ye, and (b) there is no in- 
finite descending sequence of expressions. Note that if x3 y, then P&C) a?(y). Thus, 
(b) is an consequence of (a) and the hypothesis. It is therefore only necessary to show 
(a). We do this by an induction on the structure of x. The argument proceeds by 
considering the various possibilities for this structure. 
ZJx is a term: x is minimal with respect to 7 if it is a constant. If x is #k, the 
descending chain is of length at most (k - 1). Suppose x is the application (si tl). Any 
infinite descending sequence of expressions starting at x and preserving g values must 
be of one of two forms: 
(Sl t,),(s2 t2),...,(&i hl),..., 
where, for i 2 1, either si = Si+i and ti 7 ti+l or Si I3 si+i and ti = ti+l , or 
where, for 1 < i < n, either si = Si+i and ti 7 ti+l or si 7 si+i and ti = ti+l and r,+l is 
either s, or tn. In either case, there will be an infinite descending sequence starting at 
either si or tl. This contradicts the hypothesis since I, q(t,) <q(x) and si and tl 
are subexpressions of x. 
An argument similar to that for an application can be provided when x is an abstrac- 
tion. This leave only the case of a suspension. Let x = [si, old, nil, el]. We use now an 
additional induction on ~Z(sr ). By Lemma 5.2, r(x) > q(si ) and ?(x) > q(ei ). There are, 
therefore, no infinite descending sequences from si or ei. From this, by an argument 
similar to that used in the case of an application, we see that a purportedly infinite 
descending sequence starting from t must have an initial segment of the form 
I[~1,0~l,nll,el]l,[~2,0~2,n~2,e2B,.. . , I[~,,o~,,nZ,,e,],[s,+l,oZ,+l,nl,+l,e,+l], 
5 A partial ordering relation has been described in the literature to be one that is irreflexive and transitive 
[27] as well as to be one that is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric [16]. It is the former definition that 
we use here. 
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where, for 1~ i < n, si 2 si+l and ei 2 ei+i, and q(.sn) > q(.s,+i ). Clearly, ~(si ) > v(s,+i ). 
Thus, such an initial segment cannot exist if I = 0. Furthermore, even if V(Q) >O, 
the segment cannot be extended into an infinite descending sequence: that would en- 
tail the existence of an infinite descending sequence from I[s,+i, oZ,+i,nln+i, e,+i], in 
contradiction to the hypothesis. The claim must, therefore, be true in this case as well. 
If x is an environment term: x is minimal with respect to 7 if it is of the form @I. 
If x is (t’, I), then there is an infinite descending sequence from it only if there is one 
from t’. However, q(x) > q(t’) by Lemma 5.2 and so this is impossible by hypothesis. 
Finally, suppose that x is ((et,nl,ol,e)). There can be an infinite descending sequence 
from x only if there is one from either et or e. This is, again, impossible because 
V(X) > r(et) and Y(X) > rl(e). 
If x is an environment: x is minimal with respect to 7 if it is nil. Let x = et :: e. By 
an argument similar to that for an application, there is an infinite descending sequence 
starting at x only if there is also one starting at et or e. However, this is impossi- 
ble by hypothesis, because q(x)>q(et), q(x) >q(e), and et and e are subexpressions 
of x. 
The remaining case, where x is of the form {el,nl,ol,ei%, requires a 
non-constructive proof. Let us assume that there are infinite descending sequences 
starting at X. We pick from these a sequence x = yi, ~2, ~3,. . . that is minimal in the 
following sense: for each i > 1, there is no infinite descending sequence of the form 
I 
Yl,Y2,...,Yi,Yi+l,... where yi+, is a subexpression of yi+r. We focus now on the se- 
quence picked. Since r~(x)>q(ei) and q(x)>q(ei), there are, by hypothesis, no infinite 
descending sequences starting at either ei or e{. From this, it is easily seen that our 
sequence must be of the form 
gel,nl,ol,e’,%,ge2,n1,ol,e~%,...,ge,,nl,ol,e~%,et,+l ::e,+l,..., 
where, for 1 di <n, ei 2 ei+l, e( 1 ei,, and {e,,nl, ol,eL] 7 e,,+l. Now, this infinite 
descending sequence entails that there is a similar sequence starting from et,+1 :: e,+l. 
By a familiar argument, this can be the case only if there is an infinite descending 
sequence Z1 ,Z2,Z3, . . ., where zi is either et,+1 or e,+i. We note that q(et,+l) < q(x) 
and that et,+] is an environment term. Thus, we have already shown that the former 
situation is impossible. In the latter case, we can construct the infinite descending 
sequence 
contradicting our assumption of minimality for the sequence picked initially. We con- 
clude, therefore, that no infinite sequence could have existed to begin with. 
All the cases having been considered, our claim stands verified and so the lemma 
must be true. 0 
We now deliver the promised ordering relation on expressions. 
Definition 5.7. The relation + on expressions is the transitive closure of the relation I7 . 
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Theorem 5.8. The relation + is a well-founded partial ordering relation on 
expressions, 
Proof. We need to show that t is irreflexive and, assuming that it is a partial order, 
is also well founded. Both requirements follow from the observation that there can be 
no infinite descending chains relative to +, a fact that is an obvious consequence of 
Lemma 5.6. 0 
We have provided a direct proof for the fact that + is well founded so as to give 
specific insight into the nature of this relation. However, an alternative proof can be 
provided by invoking Kruskal’s tree theorem [14,26], thereby exhibiting relationships 
between + and the notions of simplification orderings [12] and Kamin and Levy’s 
extended recursive path orderings (described, for example, in [22]). Towards this end, 
we note that expressions of the form [t, oZ,nZ, e], {el,nZ, ol,ezI) and ((et,&, of, e)) can 
be thought of as functions of two arguments by incorporating nl and 01 into the name 
of the function symbol; thus, the first expression may be rendered into the expression 
&J&e), the second into g+[(et,e2) and the third into h+r(et,e). In a similar 
fashion, an environment term of the form (t, I) could be rendered into the expression 
kl(t), i.e., a function of one argument. Finally, expressions of the form (tt t2) and 
(At) can be translated into app(t1, t2) and lam(t), respectively, :: can be interpreted as 
a binary function symbol and expressions of the form #k, @l and nil can be thought 
of as constants. Given such a translation, + can be seen to be a simplification ordering. 
This alone does not allow us to conclude that + is well founded, since the alphabet 
over which our terms are constructed is infinite. However, let M be the relation over 
this alphabet that includes the identity relation and is such that (i) j&l x fo~~,n,f, 
g,l,ol ~g,,l~,~~~ and h,,,,., M hn,l,o,l for all ol,ol’,nl,nl’, (ii) k, M kl/ and @I M @I’ for 
all I, l’, (iii) #ix#j if i<j, and (iv) czc’ for all constants c and c’ of the original 
vocabulary. It is easily seen that M is a well quasi ordering relation on the alphabet. 
Now, let $ be the homeomorphic embedding of M. By Kruskal’s theorem, < is a well 
quasi-order on expressions. We observe at this point that if x + y, then it cannot be 
the case that x $ y. From this it follows that + is well founded. 
6. Correctness of the reading and merging rules 
The reading and merging rules propagate substitutions embodied in suspension ex- 
pressions. The correctness of these rules is dependent on their ability to eventually 
transform any given expression in our notation into ones that are ‘substitution-free’. 
Further, the expression that is so produced should be independent of the order of ap- 
plication of the rules. In the terminology of rewrite systems, these two requirements 
amount to the existence of a unique D, -normal form for every expression. A final 
requirement is that the effect of using these rules should correspond to our informal 
understanding of the meaning of a suspension term. We show in this section that all 
these properties hold of the reading and merging rules. 
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6.1. Existence of normal forms 
A stronger property than the existence of a normal form for every expression holds 
of the D, relation: every D,-reduction sequence terminates. The proof of this property 
uses the well-founded partial ordering relation defined in Section 5 in an obvious 
fashion. 
Lemma 6.1. If l+ r is an instance of one of the rule schemata in Figs. 2 or 3, then 
q(Z) a?(r) and, if I and r are terms, p(l) ap(r). 
Proof. By a routine inspection of the rules in question. We omit the details, but note 
that in all cases except when the rule is an instance of (r5), (ml), (m3), (m5) or 
(mIO>, rl(l)>q@). 0 
Lemma 6.2. If x1 and x2 are expressions such that x1 D, x2, then q(xl ) > q(x2). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.3 and 6.1. 0 
Lemma 6.3. If l-+ r is an instance of one of the rule schemata in Figs. 2 or 3, then 
1 * r. 
Proof. Immediate from the fact noted in the proof of Lemma 6.1 in all cases except 
when the rule is an instance of (r5), (ml), (m3), (m5) or (m10). In the cases left, the 
lemma is easily shown to be true using Lemma 6.1 and inspecting Definitions 5.5 and 
5.7. It is necessary only to note, for (ml), that q([t, oZ,nl,e]) >,p(t) and, by Lemma 5.2, 
p(r) > q(t). IJ 
Lemma 6.4. If x1 D, x2, then x1 +x2. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of xi. If xi -+x2 is an instance of one of the 
rule schemata in Figs. 2 or 3, this follows from Lemma 6.3. Otherwise, xi and x2 
have the same top-level structure and, by Lemma 6.2, ye > q(x2). If r~(xi)> I, 
the desired conclusion follows. If I = y1(x2), by the definition of D, and by the 
hypothesis, there is an immediate subexpression xi of xi and a corresponding immediate 
subexpression xi of x2 such that xi + xi and every other immediate subexpressions of 
xi is identical to the corresponding immediate subexpression of x2. Using the definition 
of +, it follows easily that xi + x2. 0 
Theorem 6.5. The relation D, is noetherian. 
Proof. An obvious consequence of Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 5.8. 0 
Thus, a t>,-normal form exists for every expression. We note that our rules even- 
tually transform suspension terms into de Bruijn terms and that they produce simple 
expressions in general. 
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Theorem 6.6. An expression x is in b,, -normal form if and only if one of the follow- 
ing holds: (a) x is a de Bruijn term; (b) x is an environment term of the form @l or 
(t, 1) where t is a term in b,-normal form; or (c) x is an environment of the form nil 
or et :: e where et and e are, respectively, an environment term and an environment 
in b, -normal form. 
Proof. An inspection of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that a well formed expression that has a 
subexpression of the form [It, i,j, e], {el, i, j, e2]8 or ((et, i, j, e)) can be rewritten by using 
one of the rule schemata appearing in these figures. Such an expression can therefore 
not be in t>,-normal form. 0 
6.2. An associativity property for environment merging 
More than two environments might be merged in the production of a b,-normal 
form. For example, given the term [[lit, 011, nil, el], 012, nlz, ez], 013, nl3, e3], the three 
environments ei, e2 and es might be merged before the substitutions they represent 
are propagated over the structure of t. Now, such a merging can be accomplished in 
two different ways: we may merge ei and e2 first and then merge the result with e3, 
or we may merge ei with the outcome of merging e2 and es. The environments that 
are produced by these different processes are given by 
iNel,nll,012,e2%,1212 + (4 : 012),o13, e3% 
and 
respectively. A question that is pertinent to the uniqueness of b,-normal forms is 
whether the same environment results from either merging process. 
We answer this question affirmatively below. In particular, we show that the reading 
and merging rules can be used to rewrite the two displayed environment expressions 
to a common form. At a conceptual level, our argument utilizes a partitioning into two 
kinds of the elements of the environments corresponding to these expressions: those 
obtained from transforming the elements of ei to account for the substitutions encoded 
in e2 and es and those obtained from merging (relevant segments of) e2 and es. For 
each kind of element, we show that the “calculations” encoded in the two different 
expressions can be made to converge. A detailed consideration of cases is involved of 
necessity in this process. The trusting reader may wish only to note the statement of 
Theorem 6.12. 
The following observation is needed in arguing the identity of indices of environment 
terms. 
Lemma 6.7. ((i + (j 1 k)) : I) = (i 11) + (j L (k + (I L i))). 
Proof. ((i+(j-k))-Z)=(i-Z)+((j-k)-(Z-i))=(i-Z)+(j-(k+(Z-i))). LJ 
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Certain reduction properties for environments and environment term will also be 
useful. 
Lemma 6.8. Let et be an environment term such that ind(et)<nl. Then, for j2 1, 
((et,nl + j,ol + j,etl :: . . . :: etj :: e)) DTm ((et,nl,Ol,e)). 
Proof. By an induction on j, using rule schema (m10). 0 
Lemma 6.9. Let el be a simple environment. Further, let nl and 01 be natural num- 
bers such that (nl- ind(el))>ol. Then {el,nl,ol,e2$~Lel. 
Proof. We assume that e2 is also a simple environment; if not, it can be t>,-reduced to 
one. We now use an induction on Zen(el). If this is 0, then er = nil. Since ind(nil)=O, 
nl>oZ and so, by Lemma 4.16, {el,nZ,oZ,e2]D~MniZ. If Zen(el)>O, el is of the form 
et1 ::e{. Using rule schema (m5), {el,nl,ol,ezl)~z~ ((etl,nl,ol,e2)) :: {e{,nl,ol,ezl). 
We note that ind(etl ) = ind(el) and, by the definition of wellformedness, ind(e{) d 
ind(el ). The lemma then follows from Lemma 6.8, rule schema (m6) and the inductive 
hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 6.10. Zf el is an environment such that ind(el) <nl then, for j > 1, the 
expressions 
Qel,nl+j,ol+j,etl:: . . . ::etj::ezJ and {el,nl,ol,ez] 
r>,-reduce to a common expression for any environment e2. 
Proof. We assume that el and e2 are simple expressions: if they are not, then they can 
be r>,-reduced to such expressions and, since, by Lemma 4.11, ind(el) is preserved 
by such a reduction, we can then invoke the argument provided here. We now use 
an induction on Zen(el). If this is 0, using Lemma 4.16 we see that both expressions 
D,-reduce to nil if nZboZ and to ez{nZ + l} otherwise. If Zen(el)>O, then er is of 
the form et’ :: e;. Using rule schema (m5), 
Qel,nl + j,ol + j,etl :: . . . :: etj :: e2&, 
((et’,nl + j,ol + j,etl ..  . . . ::etj::e2))::{ei,nZ+j,oZ+j,etl:: . . . ::etj::ez%, 
and, similarly, gel, nl, 01, e2$ D, ((et’, nl, ol, e2)) :: { ei,nl,ol, e2%. Noting that ind(et’) = 
ind(el ) and ind(ei ) < ind(el ), Lemma 6.8 and the inductive hypothesis yield the desired 
conclusion. 0 
Suppose that et is an environment of the form et1 :: ei. The first element of the 
merger of er, e2 and es can then be calculated in two ways: by accounting for the 
effect of e2 on et1 and, subsequently, for the effect of es on the result or by accounting 
for the effect on et1 of the merger of e2 and es. We show below that an identical value 
can be produced using either method of calculation. 
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Lemma 6.11. Let a and b be environment terms of the form 
((Wi,nZl, ol2,e2)),& + (nil 2 oZ2), oZ3,ex)) 
and 
((etl,nZl, 012 + (013 L d2), {e2,nl2,013,e3j))), 
respectively. Then there is an environment term r such that a P: r and bpzm r. 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that etl, e2 and e3 are simple expressions 
and we prove the lemma by an induction on Zen(e;!). 
Base case: Zen(ez)=O. In this case, a is ((((et~,nZ~,O,niZ)),nZ2 + ,,oZ3,e3)) and, 
similarly, b is ((et,, nil, 013 : nZ2, QniZ, nZ2, 013, e3 #)). Using rule schema (m6), 
a Dk ((etl, nZ2 + nil, 013, es)). Our analysis now splits into two subcases, depending on 
whether or not nZ2 2 oZ3. Suppose that nZ2  013. Noting that ind(etl ) < nil, by either 
Lemma 4.14 or Lemma 4.15, a D:~ et]. Using Lemma 4.16 and rule schema (m6) 
it is easily seen that b also i&-reduces to et1 . Suppose instead that nZ2 < 013. Using 
Lemmas 6.8 and 4.16 it can be seen that both a and b D,.,,,-reduce to ((etl,nZ,, 013 : nZ1, 
e3inZ2 + 1))). 
Inductive step: Zen(e2) >0. Let e2 be of the form et2 :: ei. We now use a further 
induction on nZl - ind(etl). 
Base case for second induction: nZl - ind(etl) = 0. We consider the cases for the 
structure of etl: 
(a) et1 is of the form @I. We note first that I = nZl - 1. Now, our analysis splits 
into two tiuther subcases, depending on whether et2 is of the form @m or of the form 
(Cm). 
Suppose et2 is of the form @m. Using Lemma 4.15 on the one hand and rule schema 
(m5) on the other, it can be seen that 
aD2 ((@Am + (nZi i oZ2)),nZ2 + @Zl L oZz),oZ3,e3)) 
and 
Now, if (nZ2 -m) > 013, by using Lemma 4.15 repeatedly and noting that (013 : nZ2) = 0, 
it can be seen that a and b both &-reduce to @(m + (nil 1012)). If, on the other 
hand, (nZ2 -m) ~20013, we need to consider the form of e3[nZ2 -m]. In the case that this 
is (t, p), then, using Lemmas 4.15 and 6.7, it can be seen that both a and b D,-reduce 
to (t, p + ((nlz + (nil 1012)) 2 013)). If es[nZ2 -m] is @p, both a and b can be shown 
to D,-reduce to @(p + ((nZ2 + (n/l : 012)) 1013)) by a similar argument. 
Suppose instead that et2 is of the form (t, m). Using Lemma 4.15 and rule schema 
(m5) again, we see that 
aDk ((<t,m + (nZi 1 oZ2)),nZ2 + (nil : oZ2),oZs,e3)) 
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and 
b bTrn ((@Z,~ZI, 012 + (013 1 nZ2), ((CC m), nZ2,oZ3, e3)) :: {ei,nZ2, oZ3, e31)). 
Now, if (nZ2-m) 2013, it can be seen that both a and b D,-reduce to (t, m+(nZl 2 012)). 
On the other hand, if (nZ2 - m) ~013, it follows from Lemmas 4.14, 4.15 and 6.7 that 
a and b both t&,-reduce to 
(I[hOZ3 - (nZ2 - ml, ind(e3[nZ2 - m + l]), el(nZ2 - m + l}], 
We3inZ2 - m + 11) + ((nZz + (nZl : 01~)) : 01~)). 
(b) et1 is of the form (t, I). Clearly, 1 = nit. Let ind(et2) = m. Using Lemma 4.14, 
aDFm (((IIt, 012, m, e2], m + (nZ1 A oZ2)), nZ2 + (nl~ : oZ2), 0Z3, e3)). (1) 
Our analysis again splits into two subcases, depending on whether or not (nZ2 -m) > 013. 
Suppose that (nZ2 - m) > 013. Using Lemma 4.14 and the observation that 
(flZ2 + (nZi 2 012) - (m + (nil 1 o/2))) = (nZ2 - m) 3013, 
it follows from (1) that aD& ([t,oZ2,m,e2],m + (nil L 012)). Since (nZ2 - m) >oZ3, 
(013 2 nZ2) = 0. Hence, using Lemma 6.9 and the fact that ind(e2) = ind(et2), Qe2,nZ2, 
oZ3, e3%Drm e2. Invoking Lemma 4.14 we can now conclude that 
b = (((t, nZl), nZl, oZ2, ge2,nZ2,oZ3, e3%)) D,~ (it, 012, m, e2], m + (nZl 101~)). 
Thus, a and b both D,-reduce to the same expression in this case. 
In the remaining subcase, (nZ2 - m) <o/3. Lemma 4.14 used in conjunction with (1) 
yields 
a Drb, (I[[t, 012, m, e2], 013 - (nZ2 - m), ind(ednZ2 - m + l]),e2{nZ2 - m + l}], 
ind(e3[nZ2 - m + 11) + ((nZ2 + (nZl : 01~)) 101~)). 
Using rule schema (ml), we get from this that 
a bit, (I[& 012 -t ((013 - (nZ2 - m)) 1 m), 
Me3inZ2 - m + 11) + (m : (01~ - (nZ2 - m))), 
ge2,m,oZ3 - (nZ2 - m),e3{nZ2 - m + l}%], 
iMesbZ2 - m + 11) + ((nZ2 + (nZl : 01~)): 0Z3)). 
Now, since (nZ2 - m) -c 013, it must be the case that 
((013 - (nZ2 - m)) : m) = (oZ3 1 nZ2) and (m : (013 - (nZ2 - m))) = (nZ2 1. oZ3). 
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These identities can be used to simplify the expression a is shown to D,-reduce to. 
In particular, 
a DTm ([t, 012 + (013 - nh), ind(ej[n/z - m + 11) + (nJz L oJ3), 
Qe2,m,oJ3 - (n/2 - m),e3{nJ2 -m + l}]], 
ind(e3[nJ2 - m + 11) + ((nJ2 + (nli 1012)) : 013)). (2) 
With regard to b, using rule schema (m5) we first observe that it D,-reduces to 
(((CnJl ),nJ1,oJ2 + (oJ3 L nJ2), (@2,nJ2,oJ3,e3)) :: {e&nJ2,013,e3jt)). 
Since ind(et2) = m, it follows from either Lemma 4.14 or Lemma 4.15 that ((et2, nJ2, 
oZs,es)) D,-reduces to an environment term whose index is ind(es[nJz - m + 11) + 
(nJ2 : 013). By Lemma 4.11, indices are preserved under reduction. Hence, using 
Lemma 4.14, 
b DL ([t, 012 + (013 : nl~), ind(e3[nl2 - m + 11) + (nJ2 - oJ3), 
(+2,nJ2, oJ3, e3)) :: gel, nJ2,oJ3, e38], 
ind(e3[nJ2 - m + 11) + (nJ2 1013) + (nJl 2 (01~ + (01~ 1 nJ2)))). (3) 
Lemma 6.7 can be used to show that the indices of the environment terms in (2) 
and (3) are identical. Further inspecting these expressions, we see that they would 
D,-reduce to a common expression if Qez,m,013 - (nlz - m),e3{nlz - m + l}j and 
(@2,nJ2,oJ3,e3)) :: Q e~,nl2,oJ3,e3~ D,-reduce to one. Using the rule schema (m5) and 
invoking Lemmas 6.8 and 6.10 after recalling that ind(ei)<ind(et2) =m and (nJ2 - 
m) ~013, this can be seen to be the case. 
Inductive step for the second induction: nil - ind(et1)>0. In this case, by using 
rule schema (ml0) on a and rule schemata (m5) and (m10) on b, we observe that 
UDk ((((eti,nJi - 1,012 - l,ei)),nJ2 + ((nJ1 - 1): (012 - l)),oJ3,e3)) 
and 
bD$ ((et1,nJ1 - l,(oJ2 - l)+(oJs ~nJ2),{e~,nJ2,oJ3,eg~)). 
Obviously, Jen(e;) < Jen(e2). The inductive hypothesis can now be invoked to conclude 
that a and b D,.,,,-reduce to a common expression. 0 
Theorem 6.12. Let a and b be environments of the form 
{{el,nJ,,oJ2,e2It,nJ2 + (nil L oJ2),oJ3,e3] 
iIel,nJl,oJ2 + (oJ3 LnJ2),{e2,nJ2,oJ3,e3%It, 
respectively. Then there is an environment r such that a~; r and bt>& r. 
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Proof. By induction on len(et ), assuming that el, ez and e3 are simple expressions. 
Base case: Zen(el) = 0, i.e., er = nil. Our analysis splits into two subcases. 
(a) n/l ~012. Using Lemma 4.16 and noting that, in this subcase, (n/r :012)=0, we 
see that 
ab: Qe2{nll + l),nl2,013,e3). 
Using rule schema (m5) repeatedly, it follows that a b,-reduces to 
((e2[nll + ll,nl2,ol3,e3)) :: . . . :: ((e2[oZ2], nl2,013, es)) :: Qnil,nl2,013, e3I). (4) 
Now, if nl, ~012, then nil ~(012 + (013 L nZ2)). Using this fact together with rule 
schema (m5) and Lemma 4.16, it can be seen that b also b,-reduces to the expression 
shown in (4). 
(b) nil 20012. By adopting arguments imilar to those in subcase (a), it can be seen 
that a and b both b,-reduce to ej{nlz + (nil : 012) + 1) if 013 >(nlz + (nil L 012)) 
and to nil if 013 < (nZ2 + (nil 2 012)). 
Znductiue step: Zen(el ) > 0. Let el = et1 :: ei. Using rule schema (m5), we see that a 
and b b,-reduce to 
((((etl,n11,012,e2)),nl2 + (n/l L ol2),ol3,e3)) :: 
ggeLnll,o12,e2),nl2 + Wl 1. o12),ol3,e31), 
and 
((eh,nll, o/2 + (ol3 L nl2), ge2, n/2, ol3,e3%)) :: 
gei,nlbol2 + (013 1 nl2),Qel,nl2,o13,e3%%, 
respectively. Lemma 6.11 and the hypothesis can be used to show that the latter two 
expressions b, -reduce to a common expression. 0 
6.3. Uniqueness of normal forms 
We now show the uniqueness of b,-normal forms. By virtue of Proposition 2.1, 
this property would hold if b, is a confluent reduction relation. Further, in light of 
Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 6.5 it actually suffices to show that b, is locally confluent. 
Theorem 6.13. The relation b, is locally confluent. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, it is enough to show that, for each conflict pair (rr, Q) of 
the rule schemata in Figs. 2 and 3, there is some expression s such that ~1 b,ms and 
r2 bL s. To do this, we need to consider the various nontrivial overlaps between the 
rule schemata in question. Examining these schemata, we see that such overlaps occur 
only between (ml) and each rule schema in Fig. 2, (ml) and (ml) and (m2) and (m4). 
The last case is dealt with easily: the overlap occurs over the expression {nil, 0, 0, nil)) 
and the two expressions in the corresponding conflict pair are identical, both being 
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nil. We consider the conflict pairs relative to the remaining overlaps in turn below to 
complete our argument. In each case, we refer to the expression that constitutes the 
nontrivial overlap as t and to the terms in the conflict pair as ri and r2 respectively. 
We will assume that subexpressions that are common to t, rl and r2 are simple ones 
for, if not, they can always be reduced to such a form at the outset. 
Overlap between (ml) and (rl). Let t be the term ~[c,oZ~,nZ~,e~~,oZ~,nZ~,e~~. It is 
easily seen that rl and r2 both b,-reduce to c. 
Overlap between (ml) and (r2). Let t be the term [I[#& 0, nil, nil], 012, nZ2, e2]. Then rl 
is the term [#i,oZ2 2 nZl,nZ2 + (nil L oZ2),QniZ,nZ~,oZ2,e2~~ and r2 is the term 
I[#(i + nZl ), 012, nZ2, e2]1. We distinguish three cases: 
nZl3012: From Lemmas 4.16 and 4.13 and noting that (nil - 012)= (nil - 012) and 
(012 : nil ) = 0, we conclude that rl and r2 both b,-reduce to #(i + nZ2 + (nil - 012)). 
nZl co12 and i> (012 - nil): A similar argument to that above can be provided to 
show that r1 and r2 both &-reduce to #(i + nZ2 - (012 - nil)). 
nil co12 and i ~(012 - nil ): The common expression in this case depends on the 
form of ez[i + nil]. If this is @m, then rl and r2 are both I>,-reduce to #(nZ2 - m) 
and if this is (t,m), then r1 and r2 both similarly reduce to [t, 0, nZ2 - m,niZ]. 
Overlap between (ml) and (r3). Let t be the term [[#l,oZi,nZr,@Z :: el],oZ2,nZ2,e2]. 
Then rl and r2 are the terms 
U#l,Ozl +(OZ2 -nZl),nZ2 +(nZl ~0Z2),{@Z::el,nZl,0Z2,e2~~ 
and 
[#(nZl - Z),OZ2,nZ2,e2], 
respectively. We distinguish two cases: 
(nil - Z) ~012: Note first that (nil - 012) = (nil - 012). Using rule schema (m5), 
Lemmas 4.13 and 4.15, it then follows that rl and r2 both D,-reduce to #(nZl - Z + 
nZ2 - 012). 
(nil - I) <012: A similar argument to that above shows that ~1 and r2 D,-reduce to 
#(nZ2 - m) if e2[nZl - I] = @m and to [t,O,nZ2 - m,niZ] if e2[nZl - I] = (t,m). 
Overlap between (ml) and (r4). Let t be the term [[#l,oZl,nZl,(t, 1) :: el],oZ2,nZ2,e2]. 
Then rl is the term 
[#l,oZl + (of2 : nZl),nZz + (nil L 012), {(t, 2):: el,nZ1,012,e2~] 
and r2 is the term [[t,O,nZl - Z,niZ],012,nZ2,e2]. Using rule schema (ml), r2 may be 
rewritten to 
[t, 012 : (nil - I), nZ2 + ((nil - 1) 2 oZ2), {nil, nZl - I, 012, e2jJ 
From this and from using Lemmas 4.13 and 4.16, it is easily seen that in the case 
that (nZl - Z) 2012, rl and r2 both D,-reduce to [t, O,nZ2 + (nZl - I) - 012,niZg. In 
the case that (nZ1 - 1) <oZ2, using Lemma 4.16 we see first that r2 D,-reduces to 
[Co12 - (nZ1 - Z),nl2,e2{nZ~ - Z + l}]. We wish to show that r1 also D,-reduces to 
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this term. Towards this end, letting ind(ez{nZt - 1 + 1)) =m and using rule schema 
(m5) and Lemma 4.14, we observe that 
([[Go12 - (nli - l),m,ez{nli - 1 + l}],m + (nit : 012)):: Qet,nlt,o/2,e2~. 
But then, by rule schema (r4), ~1 D& [l[t,ol2-(nl~-Z),m,e2{nZ~-Z+l}~,O,nl2 - m,nil]. 
Using rule schema (ml) and invoking Lemma 6.9, it follows from this that YI D,- 
reduces to the term It,012 - (nit - Z),nZ2,e2{nll - I + l}] as desired. 
OverZap between (ml) and (~5). Let t be the term [[#k,oZl,nll,et :: el],oZ2,nl2,e2J 
where k > 1. Then ~1 is the term 
[#k,oZl + (012 : nZl),nZ2 + (nil : o/2), {et :: el,nZl,ol2,e2%] 
and ~2 is the term [[#(k - l), 011 - l,nll,el], oZ2,nZ2, e2j. It is easily seen that both q 
and r2 D,-reduce to [#(k-1),011+(012 1 nl,)-1,nZ2+(nll : 012)~ {e1,nZ,,ol2,e2%]. 
Overlap between (ml) and (r6). Let t be the term [[[(tt t2),oZ~,nZ~,el],o12,nZ2,e2]1. 
Then ~1 is the term [(tl t2),ol’,nZ’,Qel,nZ1,oZ2,e2%] where 01’ = (olr + (012 :nll)) 
and nl’ = (nZ2 + (nil : 012)), and r2 is of the term j[([[tl,oZl,nZ,,e,nl[t2,oZ,,nZl,el), 
ol2,nZ2,e2]. It is easily seen that rl and r2 both &,-reduce to (I[tl,ol’,nl’, {el,nZl, 
o/2,e2%JIUt2,o~‘,nl’,Qel,nlho~2,e2%1). 
Overlap between (ml) and (r7). Let t be the term [[(A t’),ol~,nZ~,el~,o12,n12, e2]. 
Then rl is the term [(A t’),~Z’,nl’,gel,nZl,o/~,e~%n where ol’ = (olr +(oZ2 : nil)) and 
nl’ = (nl2 + (n/l L 012)), and r2 is the term [(A[t’,oll + 1,nZt + l,@nZt :: el]),oZ2, 
nZ2,e2j. Now, using rule schema (r7), we see that rlt>&(A[t’,ol’ + 1,nZ’ + l,@nl’ :: 
[e~,nZl,oZ2,e2]]). Similarly, using rule schemata (r7), (ml) and (m5) and invoking 
Lemma 4.15, we observe that 
r2DFm(i[[t’,0/’ + l,nZ’+ l,@nZ’::ge~,nZl + 1,012 + l,@nl2 :: e2%j). 
Noting that ind(el)<nll and using Lemma 6.10, we conclude that gel,nll -t 1,012 + 
l,@nl2 ::e2% and {el,nll,ol2,e2% D, -reduce to a common expression. But then so 
too do r1 and r2. 
Overlap between (ml) and (ml). Let t be the term ([[[~t~,oZ~,nl~,el],oZ2,n12,e2~,oZ3, 
n13,e3]. Then rl and r2 are the terms 
[[tl,oll,nZl,el],ol2 +(oZ3 -nl2),nl3 +(nlz-o/3),{e2,nl2,o~3,e3%B 
and 
[[tl,oll + (012 1 nll),nl2 + (nil 2 012), ~e~,nZ~,0Z2,e2%~,0Z3,nZ3,e31j. 
Using rule schema (ml), we see that 
(5) 
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where 01’ = oil + ((012 + (013 1 nlz)) 2 nil) and nl’ = nZ3 + (nlz - ol-,) + (nil L (012 
+(oZ, : nlz))). Similarly, 
r-2 D:~ [tl, oZ”, nl”, {g el,nZ1,012,e23,nZ2 + Wl - 012),oZ3,e3)] (6) 
where 01” = oZl + (012 : nil) + (013 : (nZ2 + (nil - 012))) and nl” = nZ3 + ((nZ2 + 
(nil 1012)) L 013). Using Theorem 6.12 in conjunction with (5) and (6), we see that 
rl and r2 would D,-reduce to a common expression if al’ = 01” and nl’ = nl”. But 
this can be seen to be the case using Lemma 6.7. 
All the necessary cases having been considered, the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 0 
As noted already, the following theorem is an immediate consequence: 
Theorem 6.14. The reduction relation D, is conj-luent. 
By virtue of Theorem 6.5, Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 6.14, every suspension 
expression has a unique Do -normal form. It will be convenient o have a special 
notation for such forms. 
Definition 6.15. The D,-normal form of an expression t is denoted by Jtl . 
6.4. Correspondence to de Bruijn terms 
A suspension term is intended to encapsulate a de Bruijn term with a ‘pending’ 
substitution. We use D,-normal forms and the meta-notation for substitution described 
in Section 3 to show that this encapsulation is as expected. 
Theorem 6.16. Let t = [t’,oZ,nZ,ej be a term and let e’ = lel. Then (t( = S(Jt’(;sI,sz, 
q,...) where 
{ 
#(i - 0Z + nl) if i > 01, 
s; = #(nZ-m) if idol and e’[i] = @m, 
I&,O,nZ - m,niZjl if i<ol and e’[i] = (ti,m). 
Proof. By induction on t with respect to the well founded ordering relation k. 
The argument is based on a consideration of the structure of the term t’. 
Zft’ is a constant: In this case ItJ and S(lt’(;sl,s2,s3,...) are both identical to t’. 
Zf t’ is a variabZe reference: Noting the confluence of D,, the desired conclusion in 
this case follows easily from Lemma 4.13. 
If t’ is an application: Let t’ = (rl r2). Now t D, ([rl,ol,nZ,e] [[r2, ol,nl,e]) by 
virtue of rule schema (t-6) and, therefore, by the confluence of D,, 
ItI = (l([rl,ol,nLe]l l[r2,4nLe]l). (7) 
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Additionally, using Lemma 6.4, t F ([q,oZ,nZ,e] [rz,oZ,nZ,e]). Now, for i = 1 and 
i = 2, 
and, by transitivity, t + [ri, ol, nl, eg. Invoking the hypothesis of the induction, 
I[C,Ol,nl,e]( = S(jril;S1,S2,S3,. . .). 
From this fact used in conjunction with (7) and Definition 3.2, it follows that 
ItI = S((lrll Ir21);sI,s2,s3,...). 
Noting finally that It’/ = (lq ) IQ~), the theorem is seen to hold in this case. 
If t’ is an abstraction: Let t’ = (2~). Then ItI = (A([r,oZ+ l,nZ+ l,@nZ :: e]]) by 
virtue of rule schema (r7) and the confluence of D,. By an argument similar to that em- 
ployed in the case when t’ is an application, we also see that t F [r, OZ + 1, nZ + 1, @nZ 
:: e]. Using the inductive hypothesis, I[r,oZ + 1,nZ + l,@nZ :: e]l] = S(lr(;s~,s~,.s~,. . ) 
where 
#I ifi=l, 
3; = 
1 
#(i - 0Z + nl) if i>oZ+ 1, 
#(nZ + 1 - m) if 1 <i<(oZ -I- 1) and e’[i - l] = @m, 
(8) 
I[s,O,nZ + 1 - m,niZ]l if 1 <i<(oZ+ 1) and e’[i - l] = (qm). 
Noting now that It’] = (AIrI) an using Definition 3.2, we see that d 
S(lt’l;S1&,S3 ,... )=(nS((rJ;#l,S(sl;#2,#3,#4 )... ),S(s*;#2,#3,#4 )...) )... )). 
(9) 
From inspecting (8) and (9), it follows that the theorem would hold in this case if, for 
ia 1, $+i = S(si; #2, #3, #4,. . .). We show that this must be true by considering several 
subcases. 
(a) i>oZ. In this case both terms are #(i + 1 - OZ + nl) and hence are identical. 
(b) 1 <idol and e’[i] is of the form @m. Now both terms are identical to #(nZ + 
1 - m). 
(c) 1 < i <oZ and e’[i] is of the form (s,m). Here we need to show that 
I[S,O,nZ+l -m,niZ]l =S(l[s,O,nZ-m,niZ]l;#2,#3,#4 ,... ). ( 
By virtue of rule schemata (ml) and (m2), &s,O,nZ - m,niZ],O, l,niZ]~T~ [s,O,nZ 
-m,niZ] and, thus, 
10) 
+1 
(([s,O,nZ+ 1 -m,niZ]l = I[[s,O,nZ-m,niZ]l,O,l,niZ]l. (11) 
Referring to Definition 5.1, we claim that q(t)>q([[s,O,nZ - m,niZ],O, l,niZ]). This is 
seen by noting the following: q([[s, 0,nZ - m,niZ],O,l,niZ]) = p(s) + 1, v(t)2p(s) + 
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~((nr)), and ~((AY)) 32. It thus follows that t + I[I[s, 0, nl - m,nil], 0, 1, nil]. The in- 
ductive hypothesis can therefore be applied to the term on the right of (11). Doing so 
easily yields (10). 
rf t’ is a suspension: Using Lemma 6.4 and noting that t' # Jt’l, t t j[lt'l,ol,nl,eJ 
Invoking the inductive hypothesis with respect to the latter term and noting that [it’ll = 
It’), the theorem follows in this case. q 
7. Correspondence to beta reduction on de Bruijn terms 
The &contraction rule schema is intended to be a counterpart in the context of 
suspension terms of the /I-contraction rule schema for de Bruijn terms. Towards stating 
the correspondence precisely, we note first that the reading and merging rules partition 
the collection of suspension terms into equivalence classes based on the notion of 
“having the same D, -normal form”. The intention, then, is that the &contraction rule 
schema have the same effect relative to the equivalence classes of suspension terms as 
does the a-contraction rule schema relative to de Bruijn terms. 
We show in this section that the desired correspondence does, in fact, hold. In one 
direction, this amounts to a relative completeness result for the &contraction rule 
schema. 
Theorem 7.1. Let t be a de Bruijn term and let t DB s. Then there is a suspension 
term r such that t DB$ r and irj = s. 
Proof. By an induction on the structure of t. 
Base case: t is the /I-redex rewritten by a /I-contraction rule. Let t = ((A tl ) 12). 
By definition, 
s = S(t1;t*,#1,#2 )... ). (1) 
Now let r = [tl, 1, 0, (tz, 0) :: nil]. Obviously t DB~ r and, using Theorem 6.16, 
1r-j =S(Jtll;Il[t*,O,O,nilgl,#1,#2 ,... ). (2) 
Noting that tl is a de Bruijn term, it follows that (tl I = tl. Using Theorem 6.16 and 
noting that t2 is a de Bruijn term, we similarly see that l[t2,0,O,niZgl = t2. Thus, the 
terms on the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) are identical, i.e., jr1 = s. 
Inductive step: t is an abstraction or an application. The argument in both cases is 
similar so we consider only the first case. Let t = (A tl). Then s = (Asi) where s1 is 
such that tl DBS~. By hypothesis, there is a suspension term rl such that tl DP$ rI and 
jr1 I = ~1. Letting r = (A rl ), we see that the requirements of the theorem are satisfied: 
Ir( = (A jr1 I) = (As,) = s and obviously t Dpz r. 0 
In showing the correspondence in the converse direction, it will be necessary to 
consider the use of the /I-contraction rule schema on suspension expressions. 
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Definition 7.2. The relation on suspension expressions generated by the /Scontraction 
rule schema is denoted by BP<. 
Note that the restriction of DP to suspension terms in r>,-normal form is identical 
to DB. The following lemmas, whose proofs are obvious, ensure that DF preserves the 
lengths of environments and the indices of environments and environment terms. Thus, 
~8’ is well defined in that it relates only well formed suspension expressions. 
Lemma 7.3. Let et1 be an environment term and let et2 be such that et1 D$, et2. Then 
the following holds: if et1 is @m, then et2 is @m; if et1 is of the form (tl,m), then 
et2 is of the form (t2,m). Further, if et1 is in D, -normal form, then, in the latter 
case, tl D;S t2. 
Lemma 7.4. Let el be an environment and let e2 be such that el D;, e2. Then Zen(el) = 
Zen(e;!). Further, if Zen(el)>O, then the following holds for 1 <idZen( if el[i] is 
@m, then ez[i] is @m; if el[i] is of the form (tl,m), then e2[i] is of the form (t2,m). 
Finally, if el is in D, -normal form, then, in the latter case, tl up* t2. 
A strengthened form of Theorem 7.1 can be obtained from it by an easy structural 
induction. 
Lemma 7.5. Let x and y be suspension expressions uch that XD~ y. Then there is 
a suspension expression z such that x Dps z and Iz( = 1 y[. 
Theorem 7.1 shows that each application of the fl-contraction rule schema on 
de Bruijn terms can be mimicked by a single use of the &contraction rule schema and 
some reading and merging steps. Mimicking an application of the &-contraction rule 
schema may, on the other hand, require several or no uses of the b-contraction rule 
schema on the underlying de Bruijn term. This reflects the fact that the use of envi- 
ronments may foster a sharing of P-redexes or, alternatively, may result in temporarily 
maintaining /I-redexes that would not appear in the term if the substitution were carried 
out completely. The important point to note, however, is that a &contraction can be 
simulated by a sequence of /?-contractions, i.e., the fi,-contraction schema is relatively 
sound. This follows from Theorem 7.9 whose proof uses the intervening lemmas. 
Lemma 7.6. Let tl be a term in D ,-normal form and let t2 be such that tl D*, tz. 
Further, let el be an environment in D, B -normal form and let e2 be such that el Do, e2. 
Then 
Proof. We note, using Theorem 6.16 and Corollary 3.6, that if sr and s2 are de 
Bruijn terms such that sr t’ts2, then l[sl,O,n,nil]l~~ ([.~,O,n,niZ]l. Using Theorem 6.16 
and Lemma 7.4 in conjunction with the assumptions of the lemma, it follows easily 
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that 
l[tl,ddel]l =‘%uO;ul,u2,u3,...) and I[t2, ol, nl, e2]l = quo; 01, u2r 03,. * .>, 
where, for i20, uiDp* Vi. But then, by Corollary 3.6, ~[t~,oZ,nl,el]l(D~ I[t2,0Z,nZ,e2]l. 0 
Lemma 7.7. Let et1 be an environment term in D,-normal form and let et2 be an 
expression such that et1 D;, et2. Further, let el be an environment in D,-normal form 
and let e2 be such that el D;, e2. Then 1 ((et,, nl, 01, el )) 1 Di, / ((et2, nl, ol, e2)) I. 
Proof. An easy consequence of Lemmas 7.3, 7.4, 4.14, 4.15 and 7.6. 0 
Lemma 7.8. Let el and e2 be environments in D,-normal form and let ei and ei be 
such that e1 D$, ei and e2 D;, ei. Then I{el,nZ,oZ,e2][ Di, I{e~,nZ,oZ,e~%I. 
Proof. By induction on Zen(ei). If Zen(ei) = 0, then ei and ei are both nil. Then, by 
Lemma 4.16, either jQel,nZ,oZ,e2~l and I{ e~,nZ,oZ,e~I)I are both nil, or, for some k, 
l{el,nZ,oZ,ezN = ez{k} and 19 ei, nl, ol, ei$ / = e;(k). The desired conclusion follows 
easily in either case. If Zen(ei) > 0, let el = et1 :: tl, noting that et1 and tl must be in 
r>,-normal form. Then ei must be of the form et; :: t{ where et1 D$, et; and tl D;, t{. 
Using rule schema (m5), 
IQel,nLoLe2l)l = l((etl,nLoLe2))I :: I{tl,nLoLezl+ 
and 
l{e{,nZ,oZ,ei]l = I((et~,nZ,oZ,e~))~ :: Igti,nZ,oZ,ek]J. 
The lemma now follows from Lemma 7.7 and the inductive hypothesis. 0 
Theorem 7.9. Let t and s be suspension expressions such that t DB s. Then ItI D;, (~1. 
Proof. By induction on t with respect to k-. Note that t camot be a constant, a 
variable reference, nil or of the form @m. The remaining cases for the structure of t 
are considered below. 
If t is an application: There are two possibilities: t is the redex rewritten by a BS- 
contraction rule or some proper subterm of t is rewritten. We analyze each possibility 
separately. 
In the first subcase, t has the form ((At,) t2). We note first that Jtl = ((l/t,/) lt21). 
Further, 
s = I[tl, l,O,(t2,O)::niZ]. 
Using Theorem 6.16, it can be seen that 1.~1 = S(ltll; lt2/,#1,#2,.. .), i.e., that Jtl DB~ IsI. 
In the second subcase, t is of the form (tl t2). We assume, without loss of generality, 
that the redex rewritten is a subterm of tl. Then s = (si t2), where tl DB ~1. Since tl 
is a proper subterm of t, t F- tl. Thus, by hypothesis, ItI I Dz, ISI I. The theorem now 
follows from noting that Jtl = (It11 Itzl) and Is( = (Is11 It21). 
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Zf t is an abstraction or has the form (t’, m) or et :: e: An inductive argument similar 
to that in the second subcase of an application can be used in each of these cases. 
Zf t is a suspension: Let t = [r,oZ,nZ,e]. Then s = [r’,oZ,nZ,e’] where r DB r’ and 
e=e’orr=r’ander>bSe’. In either case, using the fact that r and e are proper subex- 
pressions of t and hence t + r and t + e, (r( D$ (r’( and (e( D;, (e’j. Now, by confluence 
of D$,> 
I@, 4 dell = lUlrl,oL nL lel]l and ([r’,oZ,nZ,e’]( = l[(r’(,oZ,nZ, le’lll 
Using Lemma 7.6, it follows from this that I[r,oZ,nZ,e]l D;$ II[r’,oZ,nZ,e’]l. Recalling that 
r>pr and DP are identical on de Bruijn terms, the theorem is seen to be true. 
Zf t has the form ((et, nl, ol, e)): By an argument similar to that used for a suspension, 
s must be of the form ((et’,oZ,nZ,e’)) where letI D;, let’1 and lel Di, le’l. Noting that 
I(@,nLoLe))I = l((l4nk4 lel))l and I((et’,nLol,e’))l = I((let’l,n~,o~,le’l))l, 
and using Lemma 7.7, the theorem follows in this case. 
Zf t is of the form {e1,nl,oZ,e2]: Once again, s must be of the form ~e~,nZ,oZ,e~~ 
where, lei 1 Df Iei 1 and (e2 IDi, IeiI. We note further that 
/%el,nLde2%I = I{lell,nl,oZ, le2131 and I%el,,nkoLe2+ = l{Ie~I,nZ,oZ,Ie~l%I. 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 7.8. 
All possibilities for the structure of t having been considered, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 0 
The results of this section can be used to conclude that the rule schemata in 
Figs. l-3 correctly implement /&reduction. The following theorem is a generalization 
of this observation. 
Theorem 7.10. (a) Zf x and y are suspension expressions such that x~:~~~y, then 
I-+p*, IYI. 
(b) Zf x and y are suspension expressions in D, -normal form such that x r>p*, y then 
x “L$$ y. 
Proof. (a) By an induction on the length of the reduction sequence by which x Dza y. 
If the first rule used is an instance of the p,-contraction rule schema, we use 
Theorem 7.9. Otherwise, we use Theorem 6.14 to note that the r>,-normal form is 
preserved. 
(b) An induction on the length of the reduction sequence by which x D$ y. It is 
only necessary to show that if x DK y, then x D,!& y. This follows from Lemma 7.5 by 
noting that y must be in t>,-normal form and using the fact that D, is confluent and 
noetherian. 0 
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8. Some reduction properties of the overall system 
The results of the previous two sections can be used to observe some properties of 
reduction within our system of rewrite rules. The most important of these properties is 
that of confluence. 
Theorem 8.1. The reduction relation “rmps is co~~~e~t. 
Proof. This is evident from the diagram below: 
In diagrams of this kind, dashed arrows signify the existence of reductions given by 
the labels on the arrows, depending on the reductions depicted by the solid arrows. 
The dashed arrows in the faces (1) and (2) are justified by Theorem 7.10, the remain- 
ing dashed arrows in face (3) are justified by a straightforward extension of Proposi- 
tion 3.7 to D$, and the last two dashed arrows in faces (4) and (5) are justified by 
Theorem 7.10. El 
Another observation concerns the redundancy in certain contexts of the merging 
rules. These rules have efficiency advantages in that they support the combination of 
substitution walks over terms. However, they are not essential to the implementation 
of B-reduction. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.1, t bB9 r where jr] = s. We observe now that t, being a de Bruijn 
term, is a simple expression. From this it follows that P is also a simple expression. 
It is also easily seen that (a) a reading rule must be applicable to any simple expression 
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that is not in D ,-normal form, and (b) applying such a rule produces another simple 
expression. Thus T-D: 1~1, i.e., r-D: s. This implies that tl>Fbs s. 0 
Theorem 8.3. Let t and s be de Bruijn terms such that t up* s. Then t DX s. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the Dp-reduction sequence, using Lemma 8.2. 0 
It is not possible to eliminate uses of merging rules from all D,p,-reduction se- 
quences. However, when starting from a simple expression, merging rules are redun- 
dant if the objective is to produce an expression in the same Dh equivalence class as 
the final expression that was originally produced. 
Theorem 8.4. Let t be a simple expression and let s be such that t D:$, s. Then there 
is an expression u such that t D$$ u and s D,~ u. 
Proof. Letting u be the expression Is], the lemma is evident from the diagram below: 
\ \ , ’ ‘D:a,< \ 
\,’ 
The dashed arrows in the face labelled (1) in this figure are justified by Theorem 7.10; 
the label DT on the arrow from t to (tl is warranted by the observation (made in the 
proof of Lemma 8.2) that a simple expression can be reduced to its r>,-normal form 
by using only reading rules. The remaining dashed arrow in face (2) is justified by 
Theorem 8.3. 0 
The arguments in this section use the ‘projection’ of suspension terms onto de Bruijn 
terms that follows from the results of Sections 6 and 7 in showing properties of our 
system. This method of argument is similar in spirit to the one referred to as the 
interpretation method in [17] and used in [17,39] in proving confluence properties of 
a combinator calculus. We use this method again in [29]. 
9. Conclusion 
We have described in this paper a notation for the terms in a lambda calculus and 
a system for rewriting expressions in this notation. Our notation is based on the 
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de Bruijn representation of lambda terms but embellishes this so as to allow for the 
representation of a term with a pending substitution. We have shown that the rewrite 
rules in our system can simulate the operation of P-reduction on terms in the usual 
representation and can, in a sense, be simulated by this operation. We have used this 
observation in establishing the confluence of our overall system. The notation devel- 
oped here has several useful features. It is closely related to the usual representation of 
lambda terms and can in fact replace the latter notation even in contexts where inten- 
sions of terms have to be manipulated. The use of de Bruijn’s scheme for representing 
variables obviates cr-conversion in comparing terms. Our rewrite system provides a 
fine-grained control over the substitution process involved in /3-contraction, and thus 
can be used as the basis for a wide variety of reduction procedures. Furthermore, the 
ability our notation provides to suspend substitutions leads to efficiency advantages in 
the implementation of P-reduction: substitution and reduction walks over the structures 
of terms can be combined and substitutions can be delayed in some cases till such 
a point that it becomes unnecessary to perform them. Finally, our notation permits 
components of a /3-contraction step to be intermingled with other operations such as 
those involved in unifying lambda terms. This ability is of practical relevance and is, 
in fact, being used to advantage in an implementation of the language ;IProlog. 
While the specific notation presented here is new, the ideas embedded in it have 
received previous and parallel developments. A central idea in our notation is the 
use of environments in representing suspended substitutions. This idea is an old one 
within the implementation of /&reduction to the extent that it is difficult to pinpoint 
a source for it. The category of terms that we have referred to as suspensions in this 
paper are what are usually called closures. However, most of these proposals have 
differed from that presented in this paper in two important respects. First, the idea of 
closures has been used largely as an implementation device and an attempt has not 
been made to reflect it into the notation or to describe a calculus that takes the resulting 
notation seriously. Second, in most cases the focus has been on generating weak head 
normal forms, i.e., the percolation of substitutions or the rewriting of P-redexes under 
abstractions is not considered. The latter assumption has the effect of greatly simplifying 
the kind of notation required, as the reader may well verify. Moreover, as discussed 
already, this is not an assumption that is valid in all contexts. 
In our knowledge, the first serious consideration of a notation and a calculus that 
incorporate a fine-grained control over substitutions appears in the work of Curien 
[IO, 111. In this work, a categorical combinatory logic called CCL is described. The 
language underlying this logic is not the lambda calculus, but bears a close relationship 
to it: there is a translation from the (pure) lambda calculus augmented with the pairing 
function to CCL and vice versa that preserves the intended equality relation in the two 
calculi. Unfortunately, the rewrite rules that constitute CCL are not confluent [ 171; this 
result might be anticipated from the fact that the lambda calculus with the pairing func- 
tion is not confluent [24]. However, a subset of CCL terms can be exhibited on which 
the rewrite rules are confluent [ 17,391. Moreover, a subclass of this class of terms is 
isomorphic to the class of lambda calculus terms and this isomorphism can be extended 
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to one between a subset of CCL rules and P-reduction [ 171. An interesting characteristic 
of this subsystem is that it permits ‘fi-contraction’ to be factored into the generation of 
a substitution and the subsequent percolation of this substitution in much the spirit of 
the system described in this paper. 
While the CCL system has several desirable features, its relationship to the lambda 
calculus is a somewhat complex one. More recently, the general ideas embedded in 
CCL have been used in conjunction with notations that are more directly based on 
the lambda calculus in [l] and [ 131. The resulting systems are very similar to the 
one described here and our work, in fact, represents a concurrent and independent 
development of these general ideas. 6 At a level of detail, the notations in [l, 131 are 
practically indistinguishable. However, they differ from our notation in two respects. 
The first of these is in the manner in which variables are represented. In our notation, 
these are represented directly by de Bruijn numbers. In contrast, in the other notations, 
variables are represented essentially as environment transforming operators that strip 
off parts of environments. The latter representation has the virtue of parsimony: a 
smaller vocabulary suffices and the rules that serve to combine environments can also 
be used to determine the bindings for variables. However, there are also advantages 
to our representation. As one example, the comparison of terms containing variables 
becomes somewhat easier. At a different level, there is a differentiation of rules in our 
system based on purpose, and this makes it easier to identify simpler, but yet complete, 
subsystems. Thus, as observed in Theorem 8.3, the rules for merging environments can 
be omitted from our system without losing the ability to simulate p-reduction. A similar 
observation cannot be made about the other systems being discussed.’ 
The second respect in which our notation differs from the ones in [ 1, 131 is the 
manner in which it encodes the adjustment that must be made to indices of terms in 
an environment. In our notation, this is not maintained explicitly but is obtained from 
the difference between the embedding level of the term that has to be substituted into 
and an embedding level recorded with the term in the environment. Thus, consider 
a suspension term of the form [ti, l,nl,(tz,n?) :: nil]. This represents a term that is 
to be obtained by substituting tz for the first free variable in ti (and modifying the 
indices for the other free variables). However, the indices for the free variables in 
t2 must be ‘bumped up’ by (nl - nl’) before this substitution is made. In the other 
systems, the needed increment to the indices of free variables is maintained explicitly 
with the term in the environment. Thus, the suspension term shown above would be 
represented, as it were, as [tt, l,nl,(tz,(nl - nl’)) :: nil]; actually, the old and new 
embedding levels are needed in this term only for determining the adjustment to the 
free variables in ti with indices greater than the old embedding level, and devices 
6 The ideas described here are an outgrowth of those contained in [32]. The present exposition of these 
ideas has, however, been influenced by [l]. 
’ We note in this context that the remark in [l] to the effect that the rule for merging environments (labelled 
(Clos)) can be eliminated is incorrect. However, as pointed out to us by Curien, restricted versions of this 
rule and of other environment manipulating rules suffice from the perspective of simulating b-reduction in 
the notation presented there. 
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for representing environments encapsulating such an adjustment simplify the actual 
notation used. The representation used in [ 1, 131 have the benefit of parsimony: no 
special syntax is required for environment terms and rules that are used for manipulating 
terms can also be used for manipulating terms in the environment. Notice, however, 
that the rule for moving substitutions under abstractions becomes more complex in 
that every term in the environment is now affected. Thus, from a term of the form 
[(Lt,), l,nZ,(tz,(nZ - nl’)) :: nil], this rule must produce a term that looks something 
like (l[ti,2,nZ + 1, @ 1 :: (&,nZ - nl’ + 1) :: nil]). In contrast, using our representation, 
this rule is required only to add a ‘dummy’ element to the environment and to make a 
local change to the embedding levels of the overall term. On a balance, the trade-offs 
in the two approaches appear to be even in the context of the overall rewriting systems. 
However, our representation seems to have an advantage if a simpler rewriting system, 
such as that obtained by eliminating the merging rules, is used. 
In a different direction, the general idea of delaying substitutions appears to have 
been anticipated by de Bruijn in [3,4]. In the latter paper, de Bruijn actually presents 
a notation for lambda terms that includes mappings for transforming variable indices 
within terms. The specific notation presented in [4] is quite cumbersome and, in addi- 
tion, does not include any mechanisms for encoding the substitution operation needed 
for /3-contraction. However, a special form of the general substitution operation that 
suffices for /&contraction has been described in the literature, and using laziness in 
its implementation results in a notation close to the one presented here. In particular, 
/Ccontraction is described in [ 171 by means of a binary function a,, and a unary func- 
tion 7; on terms. These functions perform the following tasks: a,(ti,tz) produces a 
term from ti by decreasing the indices for the (n + 1)th and later free variables by 1 
and replacing the nth free variable by t2 after the indices for the free variables in t2 
have been ‘bumped up’ by n; z;(t) produces the term that results from t by raising 
the indices for the ith and later free variables in it by 12. A similar set of functions is 
described by Staples in [38]. Our notion of a suspension collapses these two functions 
into a common form and captures the effect of evaluating them in a delayed fashion. 
It is interesting to note that two indices OZ and nZ are needed in a term of the form 
[t, oZ,nZ, e] to achieve this objective; an attempt to use only one index was made in 
[33] but could not be carried out to completion. We also observe that our notation ac- 
tually generalizes the mentioned functions by allowing for environments that represent 
multiple non-dummy substitutions that are to be performed simultaneously. 
The notation studied in this paper is intended to have practical utility. Our par- 
ticular desire is that this notation serve as a substrate upon which coarser-grained 
representations for lambda terms may be developed that are eventually used in ac- 
tual implementations. We explore this issue in a companion paper [29]. One particular 
refinement we consider is that of eliminating the merging rules. These rules have 
a practical advantage in that it is only through them that substitution walks over the 
structure of a term can be combined. However, implementing these rules in their full 
generality can be cumbersome. Our approach to this is to capture some of their effects 
through auxiliary rules. The resulting rewrite system permits us to restrict our atten- 
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tion to only simple expressions. Another refinement consists of adding annotations to 
terms that determine whether or not they can be affected by substitutions generated 
by external j-contractions. We then use the refined notation to describe manipulations 
to lambda terms and to prove properties of such manipulations. It is this work that 
directly underlies the implementation that is being developed for AProlog [30]. 
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